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EXAMINATIONS, 1859. 

The total number of Local Boards of Examiners 
formed throughout England, Scotland, and Ire- 
land is 76 ; of these 54 have this year returned 
candidates for the Final Examination, as against 
40 last year. 

The number of candidates returned as having 
passed the previous Examination is 546, and of 
these 526 (as against 337 last year) have signi- 
fied their intention to attend the Final Examina- 
tion which will be held next week, on the even- 
ings of the 17th, 18th, 19th, and 20th instant, 
under the superintendence of the various Local 
Boards. 

The letters of instruction to the Local Boards 
(Form No. 5. See Appendix to the Examina- 
tion Programme) have been issued, and the Ex- 
amination Papers will be duly forwarded. 

A Numbered Card and a Copy of the Time- 
table have been forwarded by post to each 
candidate. 

EXAMINATION PRIZE FUND, 1859. 
The following are the Donations up to the 

present date : - 
£ s. 

John Ball, Examiner in Book-keeping (2nd 
donation)  «  5 5 

Harry Chester, Vice-Pres. (2nd donation)... 5 0 
Ç. WentworthDilke, Vice-Pres., Chairman 

of Council (4th donation)  10 10 
T.Dixon...  1 1 
Frederick Edwards (annual)  1 1 
J. G. Frith, Mem. of Council (2nd donation) 5 5 
F. Seymour Haden (annual)  2 2 
W. Haldimand  10 10 
Edward Highton (annual)  2 2 
James Holmes (annual)  1 1 
Henry Johnson (2nd donation )  25 0 
London Committee of the Oxford Middle 

Class Examinations  5 5 
Charles Ratcliff (annual)  10 10 
Dr. Skey  1 1 
Rev. Dr. Temple  6 6 
A Teacher  5 0 
Matthew Uzielli  50 0 
Rev. A. Wilson  ;  2 2 

EXHIBITION OF INVENTIONS. 
The Exhibition was opened on Monday, the 

25th ult., and will remain open every day 
until further notice, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., and 
ie free to members and their friends. Members 
by ticket, or by written order, bearing their sig- 
nature, may admit any number of persons. 

Members of Institutions in Union with the 
Society are admitted on showing their cards of 
membership. 

CONVERSAZIONI. 
The first Conversazione of the present Session 

was held on Saturday Evening last, at the So- 
ciety's House. The whole of the rooms were 
thrown open, and in the Great Room was ar- 
ranged a series of busts and statuettes of the 
Crimean and Indian heroes, by Mr. Matthew 
Noble and Mr. G. G. Adams; also a modelled 
design for a monument to the memory of the 
Duke of Wellington, by Mr. John Bell. On the 
tables were displayed a large variety of models 
and specimens, including Mr. Henry Maudslay's 
glass turned in the lathe, glass screws, and geo- 
metric figures turned upon glass. Mr. Warren 
De la Rue's stereoscopic views of the moon, and 
those by Mr. Fry, were exhibited, as weU as that 
gentleman's stereoscopic views of waves of the 
sea. Mr. Ladd attended and exhibited some 
microscopic specimens of photography, by means 
of some of his powerful instruments. The series 
of chromo-lithographs recently prepared for the 
Arundel Society, being copies of some of the 
Florentine Frescoes, as well as some of their 
more recent fictile ivories were lent for the oc- 
casion. The improved oxy-hydrogen light of 
Mr. James Oopcutt was exhibited by the Hon. 
Major Fitzmaurice, as well as his improved gas, 
which was shown in action by means of a port- 
able lamp. Messrs. Wilson Newton and Co., 
and Mr. Thomas attended and showed their 
improved stitching machines ; and Mr. Clarkson 
explained the peculiarities of his combination of 
cork and canvas, and illustrated its capabilities 
for constructing articles of dress, as also its 
strength, lightness, and suitability for life -boats 
and life-buoys. 

Mr. Bestall explained his instrument for show- 
ing colour by polarised light ; and Mr. Bennett 
Woodcroft contributed some singularly beautiful 
specimens of tempered steel from the Museum of 
the Commissioners of Patents. 

In the committee and adjoining rooms were 
exhibited specimens of painting on mirrors, by 
Signor Agneni ; the new water gas light by M. 
Gillard, as also Mr. Cubran* s arrangements for 
lighting and regulating street gas lamps. Messrs. 
Murray and Heath exhibited their new electro- 
magnetic engine, and Mr. Henry Johnson's deep- 
sea pressure gauge and volutor were described 
and worked. The Preserved Fresh Meat Com- 
pany sent some specimens of meat cured by their 
process in February last. Messrs. Powell ex- 
hibited specimens of photography applied in 
the decoration of glass vases. Professor Tennant 
forwarded the first gold nugget imported from 
Australia into this country in 1861, and a 
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model of the largest specimen received up to the 
close of the year 1858. Many other interesting 
specimens and models were shown, including the 
type-composing machine by Mr. Hattersley, a 
description of which is given in this day's Journal. 
See page 462. 

The collection of the patented inventions of 
the last twelve months, arranged in the lower 
rooms, was thrown open, and many of the pa- 
tentees attended and explained their models in 
action. 

The collection was retained for the inspection 
of members and their friends during the whole of 
Monday. 

The thanks of the Council are specially due to 
those gentlemen who so kindly lent their speci- 
mens on this occasion. 

The Second Conversazione of this Session will 
be held on Saturday evening, the 28th inst., at 
the South Kensington Museum, the card for 
which will admit the member and two ladies, or 
one gentleman. These cards have been issued. 

OPENING OF GALLERIES OF ART IN 
THE EVENING. 

The following letter has been received from 
the Trustees of the National Gallery, in reply to 
that addressed to them by the Council of this So- 
ciety. See present volume of the Journal, p. 333. 

National Gallery, 3rd May, 1859. 
Sib, - I have to state that your letter, dated the 14th 

last, was laid before this Board yesterday, and that as the 
arrangements for the National Gallery at South Kensington 
are still incomplete, the consideration of the proposition of 
the Council of the Society of Arts, the subject of that 
communication, was postponed to a future meeting of the 
Board. 

I am, Sir, 
Your obedient servant. 

R. N. WOENUM, 
Keeper $ ¿Secretary. 

P. Le Neve Foster, Esq., Secretary, 
Society of Arts, &c. ч 

TWENTY-SECOND ORDINABY 
MEETING. 

Wednesday, May 11, 1859. 
The Twenty- Second Ordinary Meeting of the 

One Hundred and Fifth Session was held on 
Wednesday, the 11th inst., Sir John Harington, 
Bart., in the chair. 

The following candidates were balloted foi 
and duly elected members of the Society : - 
Bell, J. Lowthian I Staufen, Werner 
Eddison, Kichard | Ту er, Edward 
Elkington, Frederick Wadsworth, George 
Fawne, John Anderson | Williams, William 

The following Institution has been taken inte 
Union since the last announcement : - 

Lichfield, Free Library and Museum. 

The Paper read was - 

ON THE RECOGNITION OF MUSIC AMONG 
THE ARTS. 

By Henry F. Chorley. 
If this evening ground be entered on which is new to 

the Society of Arts at its meetings, the explanation of 
such venture lies in the insertion of Music among sub- 
jects of examination taken charge of by the Society, and 
in the conviction that, within the last five-and-twenty 
years, the development and cultivation of Music in 
Eugland have assumed proportions which render further 
neglect of the art impossible, without an indifference 
amounting apparently to injustice. 

Were this exclusively a musical audience, it would be 
lost time to bestow an instant on such obvious facts,- as 
the connexion and sympathy of Music with the arts and 
sciences - accompanied as they are, with certain pheno- 
mena, which are more easy to be noted than explained. 
Connexion and sympathy have not implied that contem- 
poraneous perfection in Music, Poetry, and Painting, which 
the writings of the poets may have led us to expect. 
When the tragedy, the sculpture, the architecture of the 
Greeks was in the prime of their glorious refinement 
and completeness, - that which the Greeks enjoyed as 
music, seems so far as we can apprehend it, to have been 
little short of barbarous in its rudeness and cacophony. 
Now with regard to what is true and great in art, tastes do 
not change, though forms of society and opinion do. 
Pindar, and Euripides, and Phidias, have not been cast 
down from their thrones by any rumour of fashion, still 
less by any successors who have out-done them. If there 
were any musicians who rose to the height as these 
great men, the world does not, and now never will 
know it. To illustrate again. While Horace's odes are 
immortal (so long at least as tuneful language and 
lyrical flow shall last), no one has even an idea of the 
tune of Nero's fiddle : yet the refined poetical days of 
Rome were thought also to be days of musical refine- 
ment. Were we further to examine how in the grand 
period of Italian painting Music was still young,- im- 
mature in some of her features of the greatest and most 
distinctive beauty-- our list of illustrative facts would 
never come to an end. But one incidental conclusion is 
to be drawn from matters well known to many of those pre- 
sent, and regarding which the less technically-instructed 
must accept assurance in place of detail, - which is, that 
within itself Music, as an art, has conditions, caprices, 
and incompletenesses, which claim in some measure 
a separate and peculiar legislation for it. Milton , to resume 
our illustrations, was a practical musician. Though a 
Nonconformist, he immortalised in his " Pensoroso" the 
pealing organ on which he loved to play. Yet, in 
Milton's day, the instrument was a rude, limited, 
machine ; and organ music, as we understand the word 
now, had no existence. On the other hand, the unaccom- 
panied vocal music of the Romish church service, 
and the secular madrigal which spread itself from Italy 
over Flanders, France, and England, had in Milton's day, 
passed its meridian of perfection. Palestrina was dead, 
almosťbefore the author of " Comus'r was born. 

The'listof such peculiarities which make the history 
of Music complex and interesting, could be lengthened 
ad libitum, but even those which concern our subject - 
the ebb and flow of the art's popularity - are intractable by 
reason of their number. One, however, must not be 
overlooked : the influences which, with changes of opinion 
and manners, bear on Music, - an art and science yet 
still incomplete without personal exhibition, - have 
never been sufficiently weighed. The history of the 
estimation enJDyed by music in this country, and its 
real amount of gain and progress during the last centuiy , 
is eminently instructive. The Puritans had brought part 
singing, sacred and profane, into disrepute. They had 
broken the organs in churches as so many engines of 
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priestly insinuation. Again, the persons who ruled the 
world of fashion, made the beginnings of Italian Opera 
in this country ridiculous by their exaggerated enthusiasm. 
There was as yet comparatively little chamber instru- 
mental music in existence anywhere for the home pleasure 
of thoughtful persons ;- and what existed was almost be- 
yond the reach of those who were not opulent, being, for 
the most part, in manuscript. Politics too had to do with 
the matter. Our reigning royal family was not so firmly 
seated on the throne, but that to quarrel with all their 
pleasures was a charming game of skirmish and annoy- 
ance. The regnant German princes brought with them 
a German musician, and what Englishman would then 
allow Handel to rule England's destinies? Thus, be- 
twixt religious scruple, - the sarcasm of tho Wit, who 
preferred the sound of his own talk to the singing of St. 
Cecilia, and political rancour - the art of Music which, 
moreover, was just then passing through important 
transitions of its own fell into popular contempt and 
desuetude. It was too much rated as a pretty toy, 
good only for the use of the foolish and the 
effeminate. Englishmen of the middle classes were 
forbidden to have anything to do with the syren. 
They might drink as they pleased while the twelve 
hours of the clock went round, without losing credit for 
manliness and good citizenship: but woe betide their 
reputation if they sang ought save table songs, still more 
if they studied any instrument ! Yet, it is no dumb 
proof of the vitality and charm which belong to this 
beautiful art, that while it was virtually forbidden to 
the many, it was creating among the few those imperish- 
able works which do not always abound in times of 
universal appreciation. It was during this very last 
century that Purcell, by composing to Dry den's 
dramas, brought England nearer to having an opera of 
her own, th*n she has ever since been. It was then, too, 
that Handel deliberately sate himself down in this land, 
and associated his genius with such men of letters and 
renown as Gay and Congreve, besides illustrating our 
mighty elder poets ; besides perfecting sacred music to a 
point since totally unapproached. It was at the period 
when Swift was sneering his worst against the 
fiddlers and all their fine stuff, that Addison was arrang- 
ing the legend of " Fair Rosamond " for music. 
It was at the very time when ladies of quality were 
deservedly lampooned by Hogarth's pencil for adoring 
Farinelli, or " fainting at the departure of Senesino," that 
such enlightened men as Gray and Mason helped the singer 
by giving him poetry to sing. Nay, later in the century, 
after Handel, Gay, and Congreve were gone, and when 
that sort of dead respectability seemed to settle on the 
amusements of England, which is the least favourable to 
poetical creation, we shall find among the figures of in- 
tellectual London society, one Dr. Burney, inferior as an 
organist, and not very profound as a writer - from 
Lynn, in Norfolk, - listened to and accepted as an equal 
by Johnson ; and another, Sir John Hawkins, his rival his- 
torian, who had time to produce an elaborate treatise on 
the art, after having eat on a magistrate's bench all 
day. 

These familiar instances are recalled merely in proof 
that Music, in being lately so largely cultivated, has not 
been so much discovered as reinstated in her old place 
among men of English science and art - a place never 
wholly lost. But indeed the links which bind her to 
both worlds are indissoluble. To tell of the love which 
musicians have always had for painting, and painters for 
music ; to remind you of Gainsborough bartering one of 
his best landscapes for Abel's Viol- di-g arriba ; of Handel 
haunting picture auctions as his pastime, and myriad 
instances of the kind, would be so much leisure wasted 
in mere anecdote. But it may be submitted that some 
of the claims of Music on the good construction of men 
of science are too much forgotten. - All its deep and 
mysterious conriection with the science of acoustics is 
not here to be touched, because this would lead us to the 

question of materials, not of results. Optics and che- 
mistry have both to do with painting; inasmuch as 
harmonies of light and shade, and qualities of pigments 
are involved in every line drawn, in every tint tried; 
but one who spoke on pictures in a mixed assembly, might 
be forgiven for not touching on subjects so delicate and 
inexhaustible. But the amount of calculation involved 
in every musical result has been undervalued. Creation in 
music is not to be accomplished without study of periodi- 
city, number, and accumulation by rule, such as must 
be carried out in higher forms bj calculators and mathe- 
maticians. The frequency of a taste for calculation re- 
quiring close intellectual exercise among great musicians 
is worth noticing. Even Mozart, thatlively South German, 
spoiled by a childhood of prodigious" exhibition,- dis- 
si -ia ted, facile, for ever floundering through a sea of 
money troubles, - found frequent amusement in working 
out difficult sums in arithmetic. Herschell's astronomi- 
cal discoveries did not begin till after he had made a 
reputation as an organ player. The champion of chess, 
in the last century, whose book was a text-book of 
that tremendous game, and who, after he became blind, 
could play three games at once - was Philidor, one of 
the most popular composers for the comic opera at Paris. 
Not a few of the most accomplished musicians now 
living could be named who are formidable chess-players. 

Then there can be no musician competent to exercise 
the graver employments of the art, in whom the powers 
of perception have not been scientifically cultivated to 
a very high pitch. Consider a page of score, which a 
pianoforte player may be called on to represent by his 
fingers on the pianoforte at sight. This page of score 
contains a phrase of music not so long as an Alexandrine 
line of verse ; but to make up this one line of music 
there are twenty incomplete lines written one underneath 
the other, and these written with half-a-dozen variations 
of alphabet, with half-a-dozen divers readings of A's and 
B's. A skilled musician should be able to decipher and 
combine these at a glance ; to select the points of import- 
ance, to compromise with the fillings-up, and to give his 
listeners an instant sketch of what is on the page. The 
conductor of an orchestra has to reproduce this feat with 
modifications every night that he conducts. He has not 
merely to indicate his intentions to the players on the 
twenty instruments tha$ fill the page, but also to do this 
in subservience (supposing the case an opera) to many 
principal characters on the stage, who must be watched 
and waited on, - often with the addition of a chorus 
moving hither and thither, grouped or scattered. To 
bring such an attempt to a good issue, under circumstances 
where failure and interruption may occur at any moment, 
requires certain faculties and certain talents, such as en- 
tirely remove those who can master the feat from beyond 
the pale of neglect, as so many frivolous toy-makers. 

Now, if such be the place that Music has always held 
in England, - if it be essentially linked to other arts and 
sciences, yet, singularly liable to conditions of its own 
from social changes; - if such be its requirements, is it 
fair that the recognition of Music in England should be 
merely one of barren sufferance, or else of individual en- 
thusiasm ? - Let us see how the practice of it has returned, 
grown, rooted itself amongst, and held fast the English 
people, since this century came in. Yet to indicate this 
within the compass of a quarter of an hour, is something 
like the attempt at producing a panorama in a pill-box. 

The discouragement given to every imaginative 
and graceful art in England by Puritanism, has been 
mentioned. But Puritanism, or Protest, or Dissent, or 
Asceticism, have, and always will have, among them- 
selves, shades and differences. So soon as ever the Dis- 
senters began to get rich, they began to want outlet for 
imagination, luxury, amusement- to differ among them- 
selves in defence of their own eyes, ears, and preferences 
in taete. Shortly after this century began, began also 
the movement among the Wesleyan Methodists, which 
led to something like a schism among them on the 
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question, whether organs should not, or should be in 
their chapels. Earlier, among the manufacturing fami- 
lies of our provincial towns, totally beyond the sphere of 
fashionable influence, might also have been discerned 
steps taken in the direction of artistic enjoyment ; show- 
ing that England would not be thwarted in its love for 
what is beautiful. One of the first persons in Europe, 
out of Austria, to admire and watch eagerly for the 
originalities of Beethoven, the great German composer, 
was a Leicester stocking- weaver, Mr. Gardiner. His ef- 
forts in the cause of music were anything rather than 
unimpeachable in point of taste, but their existence is 
valuable both as an evidence and a prophecy. 

Here it is essential to remind you that every nation has 
its own strongly marked predilections and superiorities in 
the art. In England, these direct themselves towards 
vocal music. Why we should be less adroit as instrumen- 
talists than as singers, might be explained in the small 
amount of our leisure disposable for the purposes of re- 
creation and in our reluctance to accept that severe and 
patient discipline without which there is no training of 
the fingers. Our nationality, however, found a singular 
amount of nourishment and response in the residence 
among us of a man like Handel, who accepted England 
as his home ; who enjoyed the humour of its people ; who 
had entered more or less into the genius of its great au- 
thors ; and who had been sustained in his fight with fortune 
by that direct royal patronage which, in art as in author- 
ship, was, in Handel's day, the condition on which art 
and authorship worked everywhere. But Handel's great- 
ness was in nothing greater than in the fact that, after he 
fell somewhat out of fashion among the court public, he 
got hold of the great English people. Long ago, among 
the wolds of Yorkshire and the small unsightly towns of 
Lancashire, Handel bad a public and executants. While 
he was next to unknown in Germany, totally so in Italy, 
and in France a myth, there was hardly a country 
chapel with its small organ in the districts alluded to 
that did not give its " Messiah," its " Samson," its « Saul," its " Judas," its " Acis and Galatea." Owing 
to this perpetual repetition and tradition kept alive 
among people happily endowed by nature, the Lancashire 
Chorus Singers became of consequence in London, and 
were called up to sing at London's most aristocratic con- 
certs, even when London was, by coach, some thirty hours 
distant from Lancashire. 

Contemporaneously with their singing, many foreign 
instrumentalists settled in England during the insecuri- 
ties of a troubled time. Out of this cluster of foreign 
artists, joined by some of our own, in a soil as ready to 
receive them as it had been to receive Handel, Haydn, 
Mozart, grew the Philharmonic Society of London, a corpo- 
ration in advance of its time ; the body (you may be re- 
minded) to whom Beethoven, when he conceived himself 
dying in Austria of penury, appealed for English friendly 
support, which was instinctively granted him. 

By this union of an instrumental society in London 
with this honest provincial amateurship, was mainly kept 
alive the provincial Music Meeting in England (in men- 
tioning which no historian can pass over the commanding 
position taken by the Birmingham Festival), and the local 
concert, at which the new player or new singer, the 
Paganini or Catalani of the minute appeared. This state 
of things lasted till the year 1830, or thereabouts ; till 
the time when railroads begaa to make their influence 
felt in this country, and when our increasing inter- 
course with the continent had somewhat slackened the 
rigour with which the Englishman who adopted music 
as a pursuit was regarded. In the year 1834, the spell to which we have never ceased to "respond, was tried 
again. In that year was held the Handel Festival in 
Westminster Abbe}' ; but even then, such a gathering could not be accomplished, without every corner of 
England yielding its quota of professional singers. A 
London amateur or two, however, aggrieved that their 
eervices were declined in the chorus, started the idea of 

doing something musical in opposition, and got up their 
own festival in Exeter Hall later in the same year. There 
a small body of singers, mainly consisting of the trades- 
men in the" neighbourhood, had already assembled for 
practice, and out of these festivals and the movement, the 
Sacred Harmonic Society took its form ; which form has 
of late years perfected itself, till the Society has become 
the leading body of its kind in Europe. During six months 
of the year the variety and scale of its grand performances 
of works of serious music, the number and quality of 
its audiences, form a feature in the story of musical 
execution without parallel in any other capital. And it 
may be predicated that the coming Handel Commemo- 
ration at Sydenham organised by it, and the nucleus of 
which consists of some fifteen hundred trained and 
selected resident amateurs of London, will surpass in 
majesty any former celebration of the kind. 

The* next start in date of time and of importance 
was that made some twenty years ago, by the 
the adaptation of a foreign method of training singers 
in large masses, giving them, at the same time, a rudi- 
mental musical education. The instantaneous passion 
with which this was adopted by persons of all classes, 
ages, and professions, though it touched the whimsical, 
and was certain to be followed by a reaction , was a sign how 
eager was the welcome for such an enlargement of cur social 
pleasures - and with this object, the teaching of vocal 
part music in classes was adroitly seized hold of by Go- 
vernment, then anxious to popularize a scheme of Na- 
tional Education. It is not our purpose to examine 
whether all that was done was wisely clone ; to recall 
attacks, controversies, rivalries, to detail how immoderate 
expectation was followed by a temporary collapse of in- 
terest as little warrantable. Neither must it be for- 
gotten that other amiable and indefatigable persons had 
opened the question of class teaching in vocal music 
before Mr. Hullah brought his method forward. But these 
attempts had excited only local notice, and it is impossible 
to overlook the fact, that the recognition of music, as 
entering into the scheme of every Englishman's educa- 
tion, - that its readmission into our high schools and 
colleges, and its immense growth among our working 
classes, whether they are clustered at some new railway 
town, as at Crewe, or Wol verton, or Swindon, or are con- 
gregated in the employ of the aristocrats of manufacture, 
that the invention of cheap publication for Music, even 
now in its infancy - date from the proceedings of Mr. 
Hullah, and the sudden patronage which at the outset at- 
tended them. 

To number, now, the societies, great and small, the 
myriads who read at sight what their predecessors only 
painfully acquired by heart, - the musical resources of Lon- 
don which, in 1830, depended on " the Lancashire Chorus 
Singers," - would not be easy. The singers who could be 
convened in London, and combined from every class of 
society, are to be counted by thousands ; and, considering 
our great distances, our discrepancy of hours, the engross- 
ing nature of our occupations, the amount of good work, 
good will, and good result to be got from them, to use a 
worn phrase, amounts to a great fact. 

Nor is it in London only that this animation has made it- 
self felt. It is superfluous to designate such buildings as the 
Halls of Birmingham, Liverpool, Bradford, Leeds, Man- 
chester, in each of which has been built its organ of a 
scale formerly totally unknown in England ; in each of 
which is assembled a powerful chorus ; each of which can 
be, and is, filled to overflowing when good music is 
performed. Even from a remote town, comparatively so 
little opulent as Aberdeen, come tidings of a new hall, 
a new organ, and five hundred chorus singers, to be tried 
and sifted, and selected from, with a view to its inaugura- 
tion in the autumn of this year. 

It has been already pointed out, that England's taste for 
music shows its strong bearings and preferences. To 
appreciate that which is instrumental in music, wordless, 
and prolonged, implies a smaller and more choice public than 
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such crowds as frequent oratorio or opera. Butin this branch 
of the art, too, enormous has been the increase of intelligence 
in England. Thirty years ago a Quartett or a Sonata was 
charily produced, as a bit of " caviare to the million," at the 
one instrumental concert which London then possessed : - 
that of the Philharmonic Society. Now the opportunities for 
hearing such music and for enjoying it are increased 
thirtyfold. The weekly Monday music in the St. James's 
Hall - and the catalogue of the works performed in the 
Free Trade Hall at Manchester, during two consecutive 
winter seasons, may be appealed to in proof of the progress 
of English appreciation in this department of the art also. 

The minor and collateral facts which could be grouped 
from every corner of England, from every world of society, 
are not so perplexing to the speaker by their number as 
they would be tedious to the hearer. There is now an 
organ in Eugby School. The Liverpool Lending Library, 
purposely organised for the recreation of the hard-worked 
clerks and shopmen of that town, reports it expedient to 
purvey musical publications as part of the library of books 
to be lent. At the last great Birmingham Festival, the 
Town Hall was girdled round with a crowd of people, on 
the causeways and in the kennels- poorly-clad working 
people, thousands in number, who stood patiently for three 
hours to catch from without the sounds from within, 
and some of whom followed music from cheap printed music 
books. There was a gratuitous performance of the ' ' Messiah" 
given shortly after this year came in by the Manchester 
gentlemen to their workmen. The testimony of some 
twenty of the performers of all classes engaged there as- 
sures us that the delight, decoram, and discrimination of 
the public, made the performance a delight for those to 
whom it has been entrusted. 

This remarkable development of Music has followed a 
law of society with us. We can understand why bodies of 
persons congregated by every manufacture should take to 
part-singing readily, theirs being a life of daily discipline. 
But, on the other hand, our soldiers, also congregated 
under daily discipline, do not sing:- a thing strange to any 
one familiar with the sounds which issue from every 
German barrack. Observe moreover, that in England no 
vocal music of masses for men alone, without female admix- 
ture, has ever prospered. The Liedertafeln Societies of Ger- 
many are club pleasures arranged for the men when they 
have escaped from the housekeeping companionship of their domestic life. Our club-frequenters go to, read the 
papers rather than to sing ; neither do the best of them 
conceive female' society a restraint in their pleasures - it 
may be because of the higher intellectual training of . the 
English woman of the middle classes. - In all cases 
where amateur women participate in German public 
musical recreation there is something of state and festival. 
Here it comes as a matter of course. 

Music again has a claim on recognition in the calls which 
are perpetually made on those practising it by Beneficence, 
Science, and Art, so often as any of their institutions stand 
in need of recommendations to attract the public. But if 
more generous arguments than those belonging to debtor 
and creditor cannot be introduced and weighed here, it 
would be fruitless and unbecoming to urge that plea. 
e Let us now meet the inquiry. What sort of recogni- 

tion-what e form of assistance do you desire ? Let us 
consider the natural objection. What need to recognise that which testimony and memorial profess to be in 
such, a flourishing estate as the state of music in England ? 
Now, without pretending to lay down any law in the desire 
to excite discussion, certain considerations may be submitted 
in regard to an art which (to recapitulate) has caprices, con- 
ditions, and nationalities of its own - which bears in- 
trinsic relationship to science- and an historical affinity and affection to other arts. 

Let us see in England what some of the leading wants 
are : - 

There are, first, not, sufficient professional musicians in 
England to supply the present public demand ; and this, 
gives occasion, to the pretensions of mediocrities, who, 

knowing themselves certain of employment, work little y 
demand a consideration disproportioned to their value,. 
: and tend to make of Music a pleasure more expensive than-- 
'accessible. No reference can be hereby made to persons 
; of genius. For their remuneration no standard can be pro-- : vided. There can be no tariff by which the novels of a¡ 
Scott or a Dickens can be valued ; nor the representative 
powers of a Rachel, a Lind, or a Paganini, rewarded. But; 
there is great overpayment in one branch of the art among, the mediocrities -and this grinds heavily on persons 
no less worthy in other branches. Because of the paucity- 
of solo singers they are rewarded out of proportion to. 
their merits- because of such disproportion the instnb. 
mental musician is insufficiently requited. Now, to be a* 
good orchestral player, demands as entire ' life's devotion^ 
as to be a good vocalist. The fingers are as hard to train ;: 
the breath in the clarionet or bassoon isas difficult to regU4 
late, as the most rebellious voice. There must be for 
both intelligence and science. BuV the emolument o£ 
a first-rate viola, oboe, or bassoon, as compared with that of % 
second-rate singer, is as one to ten - if not as one to twenty-rr-. 
hardly sufficing, after a much longer career of toil, to- 
ensure the labourer a pittance for his old age. This in-, 
equality must be righted, in some small degree, were 
the standard of professional merit raised higher ; and by 
the very measures adopted to raise this standard, some-! 
thing might fittingly be done, in recognition of the talent 
of a valuable yet ill-paid class of public servants. 

In their case, public intervention might usefully replace 
that old direct patronage provided, and which to this 
day abroad, provides decoration, pension, and mainte-* 
nance, for those concerned in the representative arts.. 
Recollect, however, that for the musician no such claim* 
can be put forward as for the man of letters. Though 
the studies of player or of singer may have engTOSsed a 
whole life, they are measured, with a different standard, 
by public opinion. For him there can be no such indirect 
requital, as for his brother artist in poetry, or in fiction. 
Farinelli, tjie singer, it is true, was made a Prime Minister 
in Spain, and the late Emperor of Russia gave Rubini a 
regiment ; but we should not dream of offering Mr. Sims 
Reeves a portfolio, or a treasury clerkship - or of representing 
that Miss Dolby should fill a place near Her Majesty's per* 
son, as did the authoress of " Evelina" in the reign of a 
former Queen of England. 

Yet seeing that music is a science as well as an art, some 
compensating recognition and aid might be afforded in 
the matter of education - such as hardly can be given to 
drama, poetry, or romance. Out of no college exercises 
could come a " Manfred," a " Bride of Lammermoor," or. 
a Mistress Gamp. In no female academy could a Miss 
Edgeworth, or a Miss Austen, be trained how to weave 
their admirable tissues of art from the materials of every-, 
day life. The musician even depends more on teaching 
and training than the painter, because his is a more 
fexact science. Rules and processes are essential to his ex^ 
eellence, whether he be a composer or an executant, which 
no mother instinct, no imitative quickness can supersede. 

This education question is beset with difficulties on every 
side ; in no case more thickly beset than in that of Music. 
Some years ago, when the Council of Education availed itself 
of the assistance of music to popularize its plans, an atr 
tempt was made to gain a subsidy for the methods whieb. 
had excited so much attention and bore such immediate 
fruit. The Council, however willing to call in the art as an 
aid, declined protecting it in any way; and considering 
the difficulties of the question at that time, any vote 
which might have been then gained, might have caused 
so. much cavil, might have been so wrested from its 
true purpose, as to have failed in its object. It may 
not prove practicable to help on music, when it is em- 
ployed, in its diluted form, as an accomplishment thrown 
in to lighten more severe and scholastic studies; but a 
central college, affording the best and cheapest education 
to professors, ада artists of the highest class, might, prove 
a» Qlbject of care, more manageable, perhaps, or more fee- 
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neficial. We cherish a tree at its roots, more efficiently 
than by watering its single leaves or by training its smaller 
branches. 

It is true that we have what is called a Royal Academy 
of Music in London : an institution which it would be 
pleasanter to pass by than to enter. By entering it some 
pain must be given to worthy persons, but attention must 
be called to the capricious basis on which " that structure 
stands, and to the peculiarities of its organisation. These 
are of such a nature, that during the last twenty years 
not one single artist, capable of doing England, or the 
Academy, or music, credit before the public, has issued 
thence - not a single singer capable of saying and singing 
the songs of Handel, or able to cope with foreigners in 
foreign singing - not a single instrumental player of any 
renown - not a solitary composition which has lived be- 
yond the hour when it was transcribed from the exercise 
book. During twenty years past London has contained 
materials for such a central college as can exist in no other 
European capital ; the illogical consequence has been, 
that our students of both sexes have been "driven abroad, 
partly because of the superior cheapness of instruction - 
partly because of its superior quality. 

It has been asserted that London is richer in material than 
•any other capital. The difficulties of getting a complete 
foreign musical education are manifold for an English 
student, who must needs acquaint himself with all styles 
and countries of music. The conservatories of Italy, Ger- 
many, and France, had and have each their special excel- 
lences. Italy, pre-eminent for the use and training of the 
voice ; - Germany, for instrumental proficiency and general 
theory ; - France, for readiness and brilliancy, especially as 
connected with stage declamation. Each of these schools 
has its preferences as well as its prejudices. The Italians, 
as a class, regard German music with a mysterious and 
impatient antipathy. The Germans have a distaste for 
every thing in music that is Italian, as something slight 
and sensual, and when they try to enter its domain they 
do so heavily and awkwardly. The French stamp a French 
seal on both German and Italian music ere they will allow 
either to pass the barriers of Paris. One language, one style 
may be acquired in each country ; but did the English 
student successively study in all the three schools, he 
would have to add, to complete - and to prepare himself for 
English tastes, habits, and occupations on his return. 

In pursuance of this assertion a step further, your at- 
tention must be drawn to the influences of foreign educa- 
tion on the character and manners of the musician. Per- 
haps there is no class of exhibiting artists who, in these 
respects, stand in such need of wise and thoughtful train- 
ing as they - exposed, as they are, perpetually, on the one 
side, to public flattery, on the other, to private associa- 
tion with persons less educated if not less scrupulous in 
morals than themselves. The good side of life and of 
manners in foreign countries is less likely to strike young 
and inexperienced visitors endowed with the artist's tem- 
perament than the slackened sense of duty and obliga- 
tion - than the facility of certain pleasures and indul- 
gences, which neither magic nor money can produce 
for them on their return home. Very few have 
returned without having something to regret, and much 
still to learn, yet more to unlearn. And since women 
play a much more indispensable part in Music than in 
other arts, it need not be suggested how, in this particular 
branch of education, the separation of families, the break- 
ing ̂ of home-ties, the adoption of foreign manners and 
habits, 

^ useless at home, are so many things to be depre- cated by all who do not separate art from manners and 
morals - from all that is comprehended in the word civili- 
sation. 

A more practical fact remains to be advanced. While 
our English respect for music, and while, in consequence, 
our cultivation of music has increased, the great foreign 
schools have been dwindling in authority, because the 
greatest professors have been gradually diminishing. The 
tact is, that some of the best have been led to root them- 

selves in England. That many of these have no place in 
our Royal Academy is to be accounted for by the dearness 
of life here, and the high fees to be obtained by private 
tuition. Such professors, as matters stand, cannot be ex- 
pected to devote themselves to professional pupils on fees 
so disproportioned to those which they receive from for- 
tuitous sources. Hence, it must be told, has arisen, 
in our unbeneficed Royal Academy, that system of 
deputies and subordinates in which the raw and crude 
student has been too often allowed to take charge 
of the education of the pupil only a stage more raw 
and crude than himself, who has entered the school 
in good faith and hope of a first-class education, yet 
whose education costs him more than it would have done at 
Leipsic, or Paris, or Milan, or Brussels. Is it Utopian to 
fancy that, by a certain sum devoted to endowments, a 
superior and less variable quality of instruction might be 
obtained ? thereby recognising the merit of the best pro- 
fessors whom we may possess by birth, or may entertain 
by position ; thereby making it possible for English 
parents to educate English children at home, on accessible 
terms, in all the great schools of music, in all the great 
branches of art, with an eye expressly to English wants 
and capacities - and without that utter disruption of family 
ties and sympathies, which, in England, can never 
take place without some chance of failure and un- 
happiness among those who, however glad to go, 
are yet compelled to return. , Is it Utopian to fancy 
that with some such scheme, there might be combined 
some such plan of travelling scholarships, as forms part of 
the statutes of the Conservatory of Paris? In reward 
maintenance for a while'of such pupils as had most notably 
distinguished themselves. Such might, by foreign ex- 
perience and enlargement of sympathy, be led to enrich, 
not denationalize themselves, so as to do honour to Music's 
country, which is, after all, the whole civilised world. 

It seems not wholly extravagant to conceive that Lon- 
don, Birmingham, some central town in Yorkshire, and 
Manchester and Liverpool conjointly, might enjoy this 
advantage in recognition of the remarkable advance shown 
in the cultivation of music, and of the services which these 
districts render to the great cause of art. It seemsnot 
grasping at a vision to submit that such a scheme might 
be cautiously tried, and gradually extended ; and what is 
more, though not self-supporting, be turned to account in 
raising the standard of execution, and enlarging the re- 
sources brought to bear upon public representations. 

The pupils of the Music School at Paris can, to a cer- 
tain degree, be claimed by the government theatres of that 
city ; and hence it arises, that though eveiy year does not 
bring its complement of artists of genius, the average 
service of such theatres in Pans is better, and attainable 
on easier terms, than in many far cheaper capitals. That 
some theatre, relieved of some among the heavy incum- 
brances which weigh on such undertakings, and on no 
overgrown scale of pretension or cost, might be connected 
with such a central college as has been adverted to, is 
perhaps not impossible. Then, supposing some such pro- 
vision for education tried, is it Utopian, further, to fancy 
that Government might recognise Music by calling it in, 
as it does painting, to take its commemorative part in the 
celebration of national events? Why should not such 
court patronage, as in the last century called from Handel 
the famous Dettingen Te Deum on the occasion of a 
victory, be replaced by a National Commission for Music to 
put forth its powers when a great victory is won, or when 
the nation buries its great hero, or when a great peace is 
concluded ? If our painters and sculptors are summoned to 
decorate our palace of legislature, to raise trophies and 
effigies in record of achievements, is it in justice that a 
sister art should be shut out, or admitted by hap-hazard, 
as it were, so as to leave no chance for the hymn of the 
hour becoming a poem for all time ? Considering what 
we have seen of its acceptance among all classes, of its 
recent growth in this country with a rapidity almost un- 
rivalled, the question is worth being considered by all 
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generous persons. To give the world anything ana- 
logous to '; See the Conquering hero comes," or 
" Rule Britannia," or a setting which should set out 
such a lyric as " Ye Mariners of England," is an attempt 
to be no more neglected than that which tries to write 
England's great deeds on the walls of her council chamber, 
or to raise a fitting tomß to England's great warrior, when 
at last he is taken home. 

There is yet another form of recognising Music which 
may be suggested. What, if some assistance were given to 
the collection of a musical library ? Why might not there 
be the judicious purchase of manuscripts and scarce works, 
not irrespective of the curiosity attaching itself to relics ? 
Every month makes such a task more difficult. During 
the last ten years, some of the most valuable and 
interesting collections of manuscripts and relics in being 
have been waiting for purchasers. Among the former, 
may be named, those gathered by the Abbé Baini, 
in Rome, which are said to have amounted to the 
most ample library of antique Italian Church music 
in being. Among the latter, the original manuscripts 
of Mozart's imperishable works, and (for England) 
even more desirable, two series of manuscript copies 
of Handel's masterpieces, both made under his super- 
intendence, differing one from the other, and both 
differing from the collection in Her Majesty's library. To 
all concerning themselves in Handel's music, these different 
editions in manuscript are as valuable (in their art) as the 
different folio editions of Shakespeare, - with this superior 
recommendation, that each was unique. Each collection 
might have been secured for a moderately trifling sum. 
Should not some of these things find their way into the 
National Library, from time to time, in fairness and con- 
sideration for the world in which we are living ? 

Last of all, if any or all of the above suggestions be put 
aside as premature or prejudiced, this much at least might 
perhaps bé accorded : -such a hearing of evidence and 
testimony as some years since was granted by Parliament 
to managers, actors and dramatists, when the question of 
playhouse monopoly was stirred. Just now, when so 
many grave questions are before the public, it may seem 
more than ordinarily frivolous to hint at such a possibility ; 
but this discussion, you will recollect, was appointed ere 
the present momentous state of public aftairs had com- 
menced - and the hint becomes inevitable by way of close 
to the foregoing speculations. Should such a question be 
brought to public hearing - in the midst of much that was 
tiresome, irrelevant, self-interested - information would 
assuredly be brought together, filling out the meagre 
outline just offered to you, showing the vast spread of 
music in this country - its beneficial influences on eveiy 
class of society - its present wants and disadvantages, as 
compared with science and art - and possibly confirming, 
not merely the graciousness, but the justice, too, of some 
ascertained official assistance to remedy the wants and dis- 
advantages aforesaid. 

In any event, by your consenting to receive this paper, 
a step has been made. While the producer of it feels 
that he has done imperfect justice to his subject, he may 
perhaps *be allowed to fancy that he has done a labourer's 
part in preparing the surface, into which some more elo- 
quent and experienced advocate may succeed in intro- 
ducing the small end of the wedge. The official recogni- tion of music among other fine arts can only be a question of time in England, - because it is one of justice. 

DISCUSSION. 
The Chairman said it was now his duty to invite dis- 

cussion on this paper. He hoped some one more eloquent than himself would lay before the meeting, and the public at large, the great importance of music as an art. For 
his own part, he was one of those enthusiasts who thought that music took a place, second to none of the arts, as an 
engine of civilisation and social progress. He would be the 
last person to detract from the merits of what was called 

the " sister art" of painting, but he did think that in the 
promotion of social advancement music took almost the 
first, place. The point for discussion that evening appeared 
to him to be the way in which assistance from government 
should be applied for and directed. It seemed to him that 
what was wanted in this country more than anything else, 
was the means of procuring a good musical education. 
Musical education abroad was so superior to that in this 
country, that all the disadvantages of foreign associations 
had to be encountered, in order to secure really good musi- 
cal instruction. He felt himself utterly unable to do 
justice to the subject, but he would express a hope that it 
would be discussed in a manner which its importance 
deserved. 

Mr. William Hawes remarked, that the present session 
of the Society had been happily characterised by the in- 
troduction of papers upon two of the principal arts, sculp- 
ture and music. It was, he believed, the first occasion 
within his recollection, on which they had departed from 
the inore practical subjects connected with manufactures 
and commerce. Moreover, the attention of the Council 
had been given to the consideration of the propriety of 
introducing into the contemplated Exhibition of 1861, the 
subjects both of painting and music, neither of which was 
included in the Great Exhibition of 1861. He sincerely 
hoped the reading of these papers would be only the pre- 
lude to the discussion of similar subjects in future sessions» 
A subject which the Council had recently had under 
consideration was the want of a standard pitch for music 
in this country. He believed there were three distinct 
grades of pitch now in use in England, лог., the opera 
pitch, concert pitch, and the pitch of the private musician. 
If the opera pitch were introduced into private society, he 
was afraid that they would find veiy few voices able to 
perform the music which we were accustomed to hear at 
the Opera-house. This high pitch strained the voices of 
the singers and rapidly impaired their powers. It was 
well known that this subject had occupied attention in the 
musical circles of Paris, and a commission had beenappointed 
by the French Government to inquire whether one pitch suit- 
able for all purposes could not be universally adopted, the re- 
sult of which had been that the French had now only one 
standard pitch for all kinds of music. This was a subject 
which the Council were proposing to take up, and he hoped it 
would be fully discussed, and if found practicable, some action 
taken upon it. He was aware of the difficulty of introducing 
such a change. Organs and military bands were tuned to 
a certain pitch, and considerable expense might be incurred 
in altering the pitch of the existing' musical instruments ; 
but it was to be remarked that no great change was ever 
brought about without considerable cost. He was sure 
he might say that the Society would be happy to afford 
every opportunity for a full discussion of the subject, and 
he hoped this paper and others that might follow it would 
tend to assist them in their deliberations, and promote the 
art of music in this country. 

Mr. Chokley said the question mentioned by Mr, 
Hawes was one of so much importance that he might be 
allowed to say a word upon it. He thought upon this 
subject of the pitch there had been a great deal of assump- 
tion ; he much questioned whether the pitch had really 
been raised, as was asserted. In Mozart's opera of the " Seraglio" there was a bass part down to double D, and 
if the pitch had been lower then than it was now, a person 
would have had to sing down into the cellar. Attention 
having been called to this matter he would suggest to 
scientific persons whether the metal of old tuning forks 
might not have changed, so as to affect the vibrations, 
from one fifty years to another. There was, in his opinion, 
no certainty that the old tuning forks retained their ori- 
ginal pitch after a considerable lapse of time. He had 
found that when singers grew old, they invariably com- 
plained of the pitch. 

Mr. J. G. Feith had been much struck with the pas- 
sage in the paper which stated, " It is true we have a 
Royal Academy of Music in London, which it is pleasanter 
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to pass by than to enter," thereby implying that no I 
musical genius had ever emanated from that institution. ! 
He begged to ask whether such was the case ? 

The Chairman - The remark in the paper was confined 
to the last twenty years. 

Mr. Frith would inquire whether no eminent composer 
or executant had been sent from the Royal Academy of 
Music within the last twenty years. 

Mr. Chorley replied in the negative. The last great 
singer from that institution was Miss Dolby, and the last 
great musician was Professor Sterndale Bennett, and they 
both dated from twenty to twenty-five years ago. 

Mr. Bowley said that, to his mind, the paper now read 
marked an important event in music, and in the social 
condition and well-being of the country. It had been 
truly said that there was no more powerful engine of so- 
cial progress than music. To the truth of that assertion 
he could bear his humble testimony, from the experience 
of a quarter of a century. If they did no more than call 
attention to the enormous amount of influence which mu- 
sic exercised upon all classes of the community, they 
would have done well. He should be sorry if they were 
led away, by any small questions of detail, from the great 
object they ought to have in view, which was to demand 
for music a recognition as one of the best of the arts. 
He believed there was an amount of readiness on the 
part of musical professors and amateurs to do good in every 
way, which was not second to that of the professors of any 
other art, though he regretted that, from a want of unity 
amongst them, they had not come forward with sufficient 
energy to demand for music more full recognition. If 
they would only work with unity of purpose, what they 
demanded could not long be refused. He felt a difficulty 
in setting forth what course should be adopted in order to 
secure for music that high position to which it was en- 
titled, but if they all put their shoulders to the wheel, 
some good result must ensue. He felt very grateful to 
Mr. Chorley for the way in which he had introduced this 
subject. Whether the assistance should be by Govern- 
ment patronage or subsidy he (Mr. Bowley) was not pre- 
pared to say ; but he would repeat that the time was 
come for musicians to demand such a recognition of their 
art as it was fairly entitled to receive. He could only 
say that if some proper course of action were pointed out, 
whereby the objects advocated in the paper could be at- 
tained, he would venture to promise the hearty co-opera- 
tion and support of the musical world generally in pro- 
moting those objects. 

Mr. C. Went worth Dilke said he saw a gentleman 
present whose opinion upon this subject would be very 
valuable. Mr. Costa had had great experience of the ¡ 
working of Government assistance to public musical insti- ¡ 
tutions in foreign countries. Paris had its Conservatoire : 
of music, and Leipsic and Milan liad their national estab- ' 
lishments ; and lie should be glad to hear from Mr. Costa j 
his opinion as to the benefits, if any, that had been derived ''■ 
from Government assistance to those public musical in- 
stitutions abroad ; also as to the manner in which those 
Institutions were earned on. j 

Mr. Costa expressed his opinion, that if a similar estab- ; 
lishment were instituted in this country, Government , 
should engage the best masters that could be procured, 
without regard to country, and without any prejudice j whatever. Students of music certainly ought not be under ! 
the necessity of going abroad to complete their musical 
education. j 

Mr. John Newton said there seemed to be a want of 
some suggestion as to the proper way of carrying out the | 
principle advocated by Mr. Chorley in his paper, viz., that 
music should be publicly recognised as an art, and should 
receive Government support. When any proposition of 
that kind was put forth, it was always convenient to have 
some point to start from. There was now in existence a 
Royal Academy of Music, and he quite agreed with Mr. 
Chorley that it was in anything but an efficient state. It 
had been very truly remarked, that out of that 

Academy they had not, for the last twenty years, 
had one executant or composer above mediocrity. He 
thought there must be something wrong in a system which 
did not give better results than that, but in his opinion 
the proper course to be adopted would be to endeavour to 
put that institution upon a better footing. Several years ago 
some steps for that purpose were proposed, but, as was fre- 
quenti)7 the case in the musical world when any united 
action was attempted, discord ensued, and the result was 
that the proposal fell to the ground. He thought if some 
means could be devised by the directors of the Royal 
Academy of Music, whereby the system of tuition or the 
plan upon which the education was carried out could be 
improved, they might then be in a position to go to the 
Government and ask for a grant to enable them to obtain 
better and more experienced teachers than they had at 
present. But until they put their shoulders to the wheel, 
and endeavoured to improve what they already had, he did 
not see that they were in a position to ask the Government 
to help them. He begged to take exception to the word 
1 ' art" as applied to music. Music, if he rightly understood 
it, was a science and not an art. It was the interpretation 
of music that was an art. 

Mr. Chorley remarked that it was both a science and 
an art, and it included personal exhibition. The three 
things went together, and could not be separated. 

Mr. Charles H. Smith said he differed from the writer 
of the paper as to the state of music among the ancient 
Greeks, who, he thought, were distinguished for their cul- 
tivation of this as well as of the other arts. It had been 
argued that the instrument they employed, the lyre, 
judging from the representations of it in their sculpture, 
was very imperfect. His reply to that would be, that but 
little idea of what Paganini's violin could produce would 
be obtained from seeing it represented in sculpture. 
Moreover, he recollected a circumstance which, to his 
mind, was an unequivocal proof that the ancient 
Greeks thought as highly of music as of any other of the 
arts which they cultivated. There were at the present 
day in Athens two monuments, in that which was known 
as the Street of the Tripods, with inscriptions upon them 
to denote what they were intended for, namely, to contain 
the tripods given as the highest rewards for excellence in 
music ; and upon those monuments were inscribed, not 
only the names of the composers, but also of the per- 
formers, showing that they held in the highest estimation 
the one as well as the other. He gathered this fact from 
Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, in which it was stated that 
the one monument was erected to Lysierates, and the 
other to Thrasyllus, and, as he had already stated, the 
names of the executants of the music were inscribed, as 
well as those of the composers. He merely mentioned 
this circunstance to show that a nation which cultivated 
sculpture and painting beyond all others, also encouraged 
the art of music. 

The Chairman said that he had hoped to have heard 
this subject discussed more generally at this meeting, 
otherwise he should have ventured to have prepared some 
further remarks to -have placed before them. The great 
object of such a meeting as this was to come to some prac- 
tical conclusions, which did not appear to have been ar- 
rived at as yet. He confessed he had been very much 
struck with the remark in Mr. Chorley'ü paper, upon the 
insufficiency of the self-constituted Royal Academy of Mu- 
sic in this country ; and he felt that this resulted in a 
great measure from what he had always considered to be 
a great evil in England, namely, that there was so little 

I Government encouragement to undertakings like the Royal 
| ' Academy of Music set on foot for the promotion of art. ' A society of this kind çot into private hands, and 
! naturally degenerated. This he looked upon as a great 
; evil, and one which required to be corrected by an appeal 
to the Government. He thought, if it were not too bold 

! a suggestion, that this was the Society to come forward 
and take the initiative in such a measure. Some sug- 

; gestion might be made by it to the general body of the 
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Royal Academy, with a view to the introduction of some 
improvement in the plan upon which it was conducted. 
He thought much good might be done by endeavouring to 
enlarge the circle of the Royal Academy of Music, and to 
begin upon the foundation which that Academy had 
already established. He felt bound to say that, in his 
opinion, the Academy had done great good to the musical 
science of the country at large, although there might have 
been some mismanagement which tended to obstruct pro- 
gress during the last twenty years. He thought the 
Academy would be the proper medium of communication 
with the Government. There was one thing which, as 
their chairman, he must not pass over. He thought this 
Society, and society at large, were very much indebted to 
Mr. Chorley for the ability he had displayed and the pains 
he had taken in the writing of this paper. He had been 
well known in this country for many years as one of our 
leading musical critics, and therefore he was just the per- 
son to take up this important subject, and that he had 
done so ably, they had had an opportunity of judging. 
He would propose that the thanks of the meeting be 
given to Mr. Chorley for his paper. 

Mr. Costa, in seconding the motion, thought, with all due 
respect to the Royal Academy of Music, it was no use to 
mend an old coat. He had a great regard for many persons 
connected with the Academy, but he thought the best course 
was to ask the Government to grant a new Academy, without 
reference to the existing one, to be conducted upon a proper 
system. In the first instance, any grant of money by the 
Government should be devoted to obtaining the best profes- 
sors that could be had, and to the placing of men at the head 
apart from all prejudice or interest ; whilst a proper system of 
training and discipline should be observed towards the pupils. 
In England there were the elements for a good Academy of 
music beyond any other country in the world. The 
soprano voices in England were magnificent, but the great 
fault was, that as soon as a certain degree of excellence 
was attained, the pupil was pronounced perfect, when the 
education was only half completed. When pupils entered 
the Royal -Academy they should be expected to do their • 
duty, and observe a proper system of training and practice. 
The Great Napoleon, who established the Conservatoire of 
Paris, had no undue affection for French professors, but he 
obtained them from whatever part of Europe they were 
to be found. He had the best men that could be got, and | 
he placed an Italian, Cherubini, at the head of the academy. 
They gave the best instruction, and produced the best 
pupils. If the government granted a sufficient sum to 
establish a new academy of music, he felt certain that in 
ten years time they would have an institution the first of 
its kind in the world. What they had now, he considered 
was of no use. He thought an amateur ought not to be 
placed at the head of the Academy. 

Mr. Redgrave was sorry to hear the discussion had 
taken the turn of going to Government for assistance in 
this matter. If they were dissatisfied with the present 
Academy of music, let the lovers and professors of that 
art set about establishing a new one. He did not think the 
objects they aimed at would be gained by any assistance 
from the Government. They must help themselves, as 
had been done in the case of other branches of art, and 
not go crying to the Government for help. He did not 
think the Council of this Society or the Society itself 
could support any application to Government for funds to 
form a musical academy, whilst they had the wealth of 
London and the provinces to appeal to. 

Mr. Chorley remarked that the Royal Academy of Paint- 
ing and the various Schools of Design throughout the 
country were assisted by the public funds. There were 
commissions for assisting almost every branch of art with 
the exception of music, and large sums were annually voted 
by Parliament for the purchase of works of art for exhibi- 
tion in the public galleries, as well as for the decoration of 
the houses of the legislature. 

Mr. Redgrave believed that a modern picture was never 
bought by the government. 

Mr. Chorley added that, for the maintenance of the 
Royal Academy of Painting, government had made a grant 
of land of the value of £50,000, besides a vote of parlia- 
ment every year, which was spent or misspent upon the 
works of the painter's art, whilst large sums were granted 
for the decoration of the Houses of Parliament. It was 
quite right and proper that it should be so, but one art 
ought not to be neglected whilst the others received en- 
couragement. 

Mr. William Hawes said that the Government voting 
money for the ornamentation of the Houses of Parlia- 
ment, or for the purchase of works of art for exhibition in 
the public buildings, was a very different thing from 
granting money for the teaching of a particular art. The 
two things were very dissimilar. 

Mr. Chorley remarked, that in the paper he had en- 
deavoured to state distinctly that music had a way of its 
own, a life of its own, and a form of its own ; and there- 
fore what aid they could give to music would not be in 
the same form as they gave it to other branches of art. 

Mr. Dilke did not agree with either party. Large 
sums were voted every year for educational purposes. They 
had a Privy Council on Education, and they expended he 
believed, as much as £800,000 per annum for teaching 
and training school-masters and school-mistresses, who in 
their turn became the teachers of others. Whether this 
was a wise mode of spending money, was a question he 
was not then prepared to discuss, but he thought, as mat- 
ters stood, the expenditure might fairly be slightly in- 
creased for the purpose of giving instruction in music. 

Mr. Winkworth observed that any art or science 
which enlarged the sphere of social enjoyment, such as 
music and painting, and which could be safely indulged in 
in connection with the exact sciences, ought to receive both 
public and private encouragement. There was much latent 
talent in all classes of life, which, unless developed by 
some special agency, would be lost to the world. 

Mr. Smith remarked that whilst payments were re- 
quired from the students at the Royal Academy of Music 
those of the Royal Academy of Painting paid nothing. 
He had been a student there for many years, and had 
never been called upon to pay anything. That might be 
one reason why they had some claim upon the Govern- 
ment. 

The Rev. W. H. Buck agreed with Mr. Costa as to 
the insufficiency of the Royal Academy as a national insti- 
tution. They required an academy upon a much larger 
scale. He would not presume to say in what way it should 
be conducted, but certainly they ought to have an institu- 
tion of that kind worthy of England, whose sons and 
daughters were truly musical. As Mr. Costa had said - 
" Where could they find such a body of sopranos as was 
to be met with in England?" They had proof of 
what could be done in the way of education in music 
by the experience of the last twenty years. It must 
be admitted, even by those who differed from Mr. 
Hullah on some points, that he had done a great deal in 
the promotion of education in music, but he had only done 
just sufficient to demonstrate that there was a vast amount 
of musical talent in this country, and to show that, if it 
was encouraged as it ought to be, it might be developed 
to an extent hitherto unprecedented. With regard to 
musical tuition in schools, in the National Schools music was 
nominally taught, and the masters and mistresses were ex- 
pected to pass an examination in it, but he might say that the 
examination amounted to nothing more than a mere sham. 
He had seen the printed examination papers which the 
schoolmasters and schoolmistresses were expected to 
answer, and from his own knowledge of the science of 
music, he would say that if they did answer the questions 
set down they were merely " crammed" for the occasion, 
and they were not required to reduce whatever musical 
knowledge they had obtained into practice in their schools. 
They ought to bring before the Government tho 
importance of national education in music in our 
schools, not merely for the sake of acquiring musical 
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knowledge, but to enable them to embody national 
feelings in national singing. He would here remark 
that, much as he loved Italian music and admired 
the Italian school, it seemed rather out of place that, in 
the public performance of the Royal Academy, out of six- 
teen pieces of music, fourteen were of the Italian school. 
Surely in an English academy the cultivation of English 
music was essential. They had for many years lost a grand 
opportunity of educating the humbler classes in music, by 
neglecting to prepare the National School children for the 
annual meeting at St. Paul's Cathedral. It was a scene 
well worthy of being witnessed ; but these National School 
children, when they grew up, instead of being able to 
afford aid in their several parishes in the formation of choirs 
for the places of worship, were utterly ignorant of music, 
all the pieces performed at that great annual festival, 
being learnt by ear only. This was owing to the fact that 
the schoolmasters and mistresses were not imperatively re- 
quired by the Council on Education to be well up in music 
when they received their certificates. 

Mr. Costa, in saying that, in his opinion, an amateur 
should not be placed at the head of the Academy, did not 
wish to imply that the co-operation of influential persons 
should not be sought- all he meant to say was that the 
practical department should be presided over by a pro- 
fessor of the most eminent ability. 

The Rev. W. Ц. Buck remarked that there were some 
institutions founded by public benevolence, to which Go- 
vernment gave a partial assistance. If, for instance, the 
public subscribed £1,000, Government would contribute a 
similar sum. But he believed if the enthusiasts in music 
subscribed £10,000 or £20,000 towards an Academy of 
Music, it was probable that the Government would give 
its assistance to the same amount, and in that way the 
object might be attained. 

A vote of thanks was then accorded to Mr. Chorley for 
his paper. 

The Secretary announced that on Wednesday 
Evening next, the 18th instant, a paper " On 
the Relative Values of Ooal and Coke in Loco- 
motive Engines," by Mr. Benjamin Fothergill, 
would be read. 

HATTERSLEY'S TYPE-COMPOSING MACHINE. 
By Henry Bradbury. 

Having observed the interest with which Mr. Hatters- 
ley's Type-Composing Machine was received at the last 
soirée of the Society of Arts, and having myself taken 
some practical interest in the machine, by placing it under 
a fair business-like trial for two months, Ï venture to offer 
the following remarks as to its merits for the benefit of 
those interested like myself in promoting the substitu- 
tion, if possible and practicable, of machine for hand labour 
in the composition of type. 

Unlike previous attempts in the construction of machines 
for this purpose, Mr. Hattersley's is at once simple and 
compact, - not liable to derangement, - delicate, but 
strong, - and not requiring that type should be cast with 
special grooves for the purpose. 

The machine consists of a horizontal table, divided 
into channels of sufficient width to allow the type to slide 
freely. At one end of these channels is fixed a metal 
slide, against which, by a vulcanised india-rubber cord, the 
type is constantly pressed, and held with sufficient force 
to prevent the last one in each channel from falling 
through an aperture immediately under it. Under these 
apertures is fixed, what is termed, the Guide Plate, fitted 
with downward channels directly under, and corresponding 
with, the apertures. These channels verge, for the de- 
livery of the type, into one common mouth, which is im- 
mediately over the Stick Holder, in the shape of an in- 
clined plane. A modified Composing Stick is ad- 
justed to the Stick Holder, in which it is made to 

slide longitudinally. The machine is furnished with keys, 
arranged as near to the present system of compositors' 
cases as possible. Each key, marked with the letter it 
represents, is connected with a piston or pusher, situated 
immediately above the face of the last type in the upper 
(horizontal) channels. The action of the key is to push 
the last type through the aperture leading into the Guide 
Plate, thus liberating the type, when its own gravity 
causes it to descend tlirough the channels of the Guide 
Fiate into the compositors' stick : as each type drops, it is 
guided into its place in the stick, which at the same time is 
pushed longitudinally forward,thereby making a place for the 
next descending type. A vulcanised india-rubber spring 
raises each piston into its original position as soon as pres- 
sure is taken off the key. Towards the end of each line 
a bell gives a signal, enabling the operator to judge how 
many more types he may play into the stick before justir 
fying out, as in the ordinary way, the stick being in a 
convenient position for such purpose. 

The channels of the horizontal table are calculated to 
hold a quantity of type equal to that contained in two 
pairs of ordinary cases. To avoid delay, arising from the 
channels becoming exhausted, the machine is provided 
with extra supply tables, which can be changed in a few 
seconds. The average speed as yet attained by the youth, 
who has been practising upon the machine, may be said to 
be 4000 letters per hour, from reprint copy, including the 
justification. To bring it into operation would involve a 
systematic division of labour, as follows : - 

1. Distributing type by hand. 
2. Classing type, i.e., arranging letters of the same 

character in rows. 
3. Charging tables with classed type. 
4. Composition. 

Distributing, classing, and charging the tables, are mere 
mechanical operations, and can be done as well by youths 
as by adults. Composition, from MS. or reprint, however, 
is an operation necessarily of a higher kind, but still ca- 
pable of being done equally as well by the one as the other 
labour. 

The following statement, comparing the old with the 
new system, is an example of what might be realised 
from the employment of machines. The calculation Ьав 
been made simply with reference to the cost of the num- 
ber of letters composed - and quite independent of all 
other extras to which all works more or less are subject, 
in the shape of making up, «fee. 

The Extra or Advertisement sheet of the Times con- • 
sists of 8 pages of Ruby type. The composition amounts 
to 1,029,888 letters, or 205 galleys, at 4s. 3d. each, or 
£43 12s. Whereas, by the new system the same num- 
ber of galleys could be composed for £14 14s. ; this mul- 
tiplied daily, or 313 times, would yield a difference of 
£9,045 14s. in the year. 

Again, Knight's English Oyclopœdia consists of 488 
sheets, or 7,804 pages, of Brevier type. The composition 
amounts to 83,770,000 letters, or 83,770 at 6d., or 
£2,094 5s. Whereas by the new system the same number 
of thousands could be composed for £930 13s., yielding a 
difference of £1,163 12s. 

These resulte have been based upon the employment of 
six machines, eighteen intelligent youths, at 15s. per week, 
and one machine superintendent at £2 10s. The youths 
are qualified for either description of work, - distributing 
classing, charging, or composition, - and are, therefore 
able to relieve each other at the composing-machine. It 
has been ascertained that, to sustain the speed of 4000 
letters per hour, a youth, or adult, would require changa 
about every three hours. 

The introduction of the one system for the other would 
be at first attended with a certain amount of inconvenience; 
the two instances given, however, show that, sooner or 
later, the type-composing machine will be adopted by 
necessity, and will have the same relatively proportional 
advantage over hand-composition as the printing-machine 
lias had over the hand-press, 
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THE ORIGIN OF THE ELECTRIC TELEGRAPH. 
Dr. Hamel, of the Imperial Academy of Sciences at St. 

Petersburg, who has communicated to that Academy the 
results of his laborious researches regarding the early his- 
tory of the Electric Telegraph, shows how the construc- 
tion of the very first telegraph, worked by a galvanic 
battery, originated. 

On the 6th of August this year, it will be just half-a- 
century since it was completed at Munich, in Bavaria. It 
appears that an event in connexion with the war brought on 
by Austria against France fifty years ago, in 1809, caused 
the galvanic telegraph to be invented and made. 

The Austrian army had on the 9th of April in that year 
begun to cross the river Inn, and to enter Bavaria. King 
Maximilian had hardly been informed of this, when he, on 
the 11th, with his family, in all haste, retired from 
Munich to the western frontier of his kingdom, to the town 
of Dillingen. 

He took with him Baron von Montgelas, who was at 
the head of two of the most important branches of adminis- 
tration in Bavaria, the Foreign and Home Dcjiartments. 

By means of the line of Chappe's optico-mechanical 
telegraphs, established all the way from the French 
frontier to Paris, the Emperor Napoleon I. got there the 
information of the Austrian army having entered Bavaria 
much eooner than it had been thought possible by the 
Austrians, namely on the 12th, and he, without delay, de- 
parted from Paris for Bavaria on the way to his army. He 
came so totally unexpected to Dillingen, that he foimd King Maximilian in bed. 

There is no doubt that, to the speedy arrival of the 
Emperor Napoleon 1. in the midst of his army, Bavaria 
owed ite deliverance from the Austrians. Munich had 
been already, on the 16th of April, occupied by the Aus- 
trian General Jellachich, but he was in less than a week 
after, on the 22nd, obliged to withdraw, and King Maxi- 
milian was again able to enter into his capital. This event, so vitally important for Bavaria and Munich, must there have directed a special attention to the utilitv 
of telegraphs. 

Baron Montgelas had been witness of the surprise caused by the French Emperor's unexpected arrival at 
Dillingen. Under his extensive administration was also 
the Munich Academy of Sciences. Dr. Samuel Thomas 
von Soemmerring, the well known anatomist and physio- 
logist, who had been since 1805 a member of that 
Academy, was from time to time invited to come to dine 
with the minister Montgelas at Bogenhausen, near Munich, where he lived. This was the case on the 5th of July, 
1809, when the minister expressed to him the wish to get from the Academy of Sciences proposals for telegraphs, 
bavin?, it is to be supposed, in view no other but im- 
proved optical or mechanical telegraphs. 

Soemmerring, who liad, like Humboldt, very early 
paid attention to galvanism, in hopes of being able to make 
ite study useful to clear up some of the most mysterious por- tions of physiology, and who also had now closely fol- lowed and noted the brilliant chemical discoveries made by 
Davy with the galvanic batten* in the laboratory of the 
Royal Institution in London, at once resolved to try whether the evolution of gases from the decomposition of 
water by the action of the galvanic current might not be 
applied to telegraphic purposes. 

From the time of the above mentioned dinner at the 
minister's, he gave himself no rest in his endeavours to con- 
struct a galvano-chemical telegraph. 

On the 6th of August he considered the object of his 
ardent desire attained. He noted that day : " Tried the 
entirely finished instrument, which completely answers 
my expectations." He was then able to work with the 
telegraph he had invented through 724 feet of wire. 
Twelve days later he telegraphed through no less than 
2000 feet, and on the 29th August, he exhibited his tele- 
graph in action before a meeting of the Academy of Sciences. 

He now wished to send his instrument to the National 

Institute in Paris. On the 4th November, the chief surgeon 
of the French army, Dominique Jean Larrey, with whom 
Soemmerring had been long acquainted, came to Munich 
on his way to Paris from the army, after the battles of 
Aspem, Esslingen, ami particularly at Deutsch Wagram, 
where Napoleon I. had on the field created him a Baron. 
Larrey most readily offered to take the telegraph with 
him, and even assisted at the packing of it. 

After his departure, Soemmerring composed a French 
memoir, describing his invention, which he forwarded to 
Larrey, in Paris, with a letter, wherein he expressed his 
hope that he would also exhibit the telegraph to the 
Emperor. 

Dr. Hamel has ascertained in Paris, that Larrey pre- 
sented Soemmerring's telegraph to the Institute on the 
4th of December (1809), and that Biot, Carnot, Charles 
and Monge were appointed to report on it. 

Soemmerring, to his great delight, succeeded in accom- 
plishing on the 23rd of August, 1810, his very ingenious 
mechanical contrivance for causing the gas-bubbles rising 
from the wire-points in the water to ring an alarum bell. 

Ten days previous to that, on the 13th August, Baron 
Schilling, then attached to the Russian Mission at Munich, 
saw for the first time Soemmerring's telegraph. He 
became enthusiastically fond of the new art of signalising, 
which promised to become so all-important, and he directed 
the attention of many other persons to it. In 1811 he in- 
troduced to Soemmemng Colonel Count Jeroslas Po- 
tocky, who took a telegraph, made for him, to Vienna, and 
exhibited it on the 1st of July to the Emperor Francis I., 
in the presence of the Empress and the Archdukes Charles 
and John. His Majesty expressed the wish to have a te- 
legraphic communication established between Vienna and 
his country palace, Laxenburg, a distance of nine miles. 
Baron Schilling was, as stated in the Journal a short 
time since,* the medium by which the British Envoy 
and Minister Plenipotentiary at Munich, the honour- 
able Frederic James Lamb, brother to Lady Palmerston, 
and subsequently the second Lord Melbourne, on the 
12th of July, i 81 6, witnessed experiments with Soem- 
merring's instrument, being the first Englishman who 
ever saw a galvanic telegraph. 

Again, Baron Schilling was the person who, at a later 
period, made in St. Petersburg the first electro-magnetic 
telegraph, which he, in 1835, two years before his death, 
exhibited to the meeting of the German naturalists at 
Bonn. Dr. Hamel has explained to the St. Petersburg 
Academy, in detail, how Baron Schilling's telegraphic con- 
trivance found, in 1836, its way from the borders of the 
Rhine to England, and so gave the impulse to the spread- 
ing of that most wonderful application of science, by means 
of which, ere long, all inhabited parts of the globe will be 
put in telegraphic intercommunication. 

♦  
UNIFORM MUSICAL DIAPASON. 

To the Secretary of the Society of Arts. 
Sir, - I recently drew the attention of Mr. Dilke, the 

chairman of our Council, to the " Raport presented to His 
Excellency the (French) Minister of State, by the Com- 
mission charged to establish in France an uniform Musical 
Diapason ;" and I suggested that the subject of that re- 
port might, with advantage, be taken into consideration 
by the Society of Arts, with a view to determine whether 
it was desirable and possible to establish, by a voluntary 
combination, in England, the same uniform Musical Diapa- 
son that has been officially established by decree in France. 

There was an interesting article on this subject in the 
Saturday Review of the 16th of April last. 

You are aware that for a long time the " pitch" of 

* Journal of the Society of Arte, Vol. VII., p. 235. 
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music, being settled by no fixed standard, has been very 
various and undergoing a gradual rise, so that music 
written by Handel or Mozart, for example, is now played 
and sung (say) a semitone higher than Handel or Mozart 
intended. This rise is injurious to vocalists, having a ten- 
dency to strain their voices. In the case of instruments 
constructed of wood, metal, and fibre, it is of course possi- 
ble to make almost indefinite advances to a tighter strain 
and to a higher tone ; but the human voice is incapable of 
being thus raised. It is the same, in its various capacities, 
in all generations ; and, if the prevailing tendency to raise 
the instrumental " pitch" is not to be checked, the vocal 
organ will necessarily suffer more and more. At present 
there seems to be no certainty in music. There are various " pitches*' in different countries, and even in the same 
country. As music is of all countries, and works com- 
posed in one land are played and sung in all civilised 
lands, it appears to be very important that the 
standard diapason, which has been authoritatively adopted 
in France, should be accepted in this country and else- 
where if there be no serious objection to it ; and it oc- 
curred to me that, in the absence of any competent 
musical authority legally or officially established in Eng- 
land, the Society of Arts might convene a conference of 
musical magnates, amateurs as well as professionals, com- 
posers, instrument-makers, vocalists and instrumentalist«, 
to discuss the subject and to determine whether the Society 
should frame a resolution, and get it extensively signed, to the effect that the persons signing accepted the French 
decision, and would use their influence to procure the 
adoption of the same uniform pitch. By such a measure 
we might make what would be equivalent to a voluntary law for ourselves; and public opinion, thus expressed, 
would lead the instrument-makers generally to confine 
themselves to that standard. 

The Chairman of the Council, with his usual energy, has submitted my suggestion to various competent persons, and my object in writing to you is simply that, by the 
publication of my letter in the Journal, the opinions of members of the Society may be elicited. - I am. &c. 

HARRY CHESTER. 
63, Rutland-gate, London, S.W., llth May, 1859. 

IRON SHIPS OF WAR. 
Sib, - In the discussion that took place on Wednesday 

evening last, after the reading of my paper on " Timber 
for Shipbuilding," Mr. E. J. Reed made some remarks on 
the applicability of iron, and iron only, in the construction 
of ships of war ; and as I had not then the opportunity of 
replying in full, I beg that this communication may be 
allowed to appear jn the next number of your Journal. 

Mr. Reed, selecting a passage in my paper, undertook 
to controvert the opinion I had therein expressed ; and, in 
so doing, opened up that great and comprehensive ques- 
tion, " Is wood or iron the better material for warships?'' 

Now, this is really a point admitting of so many ar- 
guments, that I shall have a difficulty in dealing with it 
in the brief compass of a letter such as you can find room 
for in your Journal. I shall attempt, therefore, to grapple . 
only with a few of the most important considerations ] which present themselves to the mind in connection with < this question. E 

Every reader of the public journals is fully aware of the ' 
opinion expressed in Parliament by Sir John Pakington ' as to the necessity of our building two, four, or even six ( 
iron-plated ships of war, because our amiable allies, the A 
French, were doing so. But Mr. Reed tells us that it 
has now " become perfectly evident that the most efficient c method of constructing the shot-proof frigates would be ] to build them wholly of iron ;" and that " this has been j 
fully decided upon." The reason given for this un- a 
usually prompt decision is, that " it would not, of course 
do, ш these days of explosive shells and liquid fires, to r leave any portion of a wooden ship exposed ; consequently, f the resort to iron alone became absolutely necessary !" т 

Accepting this, then, as the trae " reason," we will ex- 
amine its bearings a little more closely, add see what de- 
ductions can be drawn from that examination. " Kill, or be killed" would appear to be the natural 
motto for warriors, whether fighting on land or by sea ; but in reality, few soldiers or sailors would so far give the 
lie to human nature as to forego all prudential and dis- 
cretional consideration of self. During the last great naval war such things as " explosive shells" were well 
known, and often employed ; but even a far more dan- 
gerous missile, viz., red-hot shot, was also known, and 
had, in certain cases (such as the defence of Gibraltar) been employed with most destructive effect against ships of war ; and yet I cannot recai any instance of red-hot 
shot being used in naval warfare, ship against ship. 

Why was this not done ? Why was this most destrac-* 
tive mode of attacking wooden ships not adopted by the 
navies of the world, in their combats with each other, 
during that great death struggle ? 

Certainly one reason was that it was held to be unfair - 
dastardly-^and as affording no chance whatever to com- 
batants on the remorseless deep. It was like two "duellists 
placed within arms length, and their pistols touching each 
other's breast. It was almost certain death to both. It 
was, in fact, the fighting of brave men degenerated into 
cold-blooded murder. Hence its rejection. 

Then, again, how could "Jack" obtain any prize- 
money? or how could admirals, captains, officers, and 
crews gain " honour, glory, and renown?" The employ- ment of red-hot shot was evidently not considered an im- 
provement in naval warfare; and the question is, will " liquid fires" be adopted by any civilised nation in naval 
engagements that may be fought in our time ? It is a 
strange game at which two cannot play ; and it strikes 
me as being pretty certain, that if such indiscriminate 
modes of destruction are resorted to in navies, very short 
work will be made of all ships engaging in battle. 

But let us come to war-ships buut wholly of iron, and 
examine their merits and demerits. The avowed object is 
to make them " phot and shell-proof," by using thick metal 
soas to resist their penetrating powers. Now, to accomplish this aim, it seems clear to my mind that so great a mass 
of metal must be employed that its weight would prevent the vessel from floating, even without her armament and 
crew, her provisions, engines, and coal. Build her of steel, 
if you will, but you cannot get rid of this fatal objection : 
for as with hardened iron projectiles, iron plates may be 
penetrated, so with steel projectiles, the best steel plates 
may be pierced. 

A soft tallow candle, projected from a gun within a cer- 
tain range, will pass clean through a deal board of an inch 
thick, and under similar (and even much more favourable 
circumstances) iron will pass through iron, and steel through steel. 

Bui this is by no means the danger incurred by an iron 
ship. It is rather the battering power which may be 
brought to bear upon its thick iron plates, starting the 
rivets or bolts which hold them together, and rending open 
large portions of the ship's side at one single broadside. 

Most men have some idea of the powerful effect of ] Nasmyth's ponderous steam hammer ; but what is it in 
< comparison with the force of a 68-pounder ? Take Arm- 
E strong's gun, or any similar cannon of adequate size, and 
' the percussive force will be greatly increased ; now, come 
' to direct the concentrated fire often or twenty such cannon 
( on any one or even two plates of an iron or steel ship, and 
A what would her condition be three minutes afterwards. 

Nothing that would float (in the present form of a ship) c could possibly withstand such a concentrated fire. Let the 
] French Emperor and Sir John Pakington try this experi- j ment, and they will find that they have not yet arrived 
a at that great desideratum, viz., " an impregnable ship." Mr. Reed said to the members of the Society, " those r present might radge for themselves wliat would be the ef- 
f fect of half-a-dozen shell-proof frigates making their ap- т pearance among a fleet of our wooden ships," and, with all 
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respect to Mr. Reed, I will answer that inquiry, by declaring 
that those six redoubtable frigates would be boarded and 
carried at sword's point in " less than no time," unless, in- 
deed, our tars have greatly degenerated. 

If this be deemed a bold and unsupported assertion on 
my part, take the opinions of the dashing Dundonald, the 
undaunted Napier, and ninety-eight other " British hearts 
of oak," and see how many of them will contradict and how 
many will confirm that assertion. But that this would 
be the case seems evident on the very face of it, for the 
following reasons: - These iron and so-called shot-proof 
vessels would necessarily be so heavy and so slow in their 
motions, even with great steam power, that " oui' wooden 
ships," with far less steam-power, could easily overtake them, 
run away from them, steam round them, or run them 
aboard just as they pleased ; and in the last case would in- 
evitably cany them by " boarders." True, the wooden 
ships so boarding might be grievously injured by their op- 
ponents ; they might even be entirely destroyed, but this 
result would be too late to save the iron ships from capture. I might, perhaps, with some reason allude to the various 
inventions which may be tried to prevent boarders reaching 
the deck of iron and other ships ; but, fortunately for us, 
oui- excellent friends the French entertain a very complacent 
and comfortable opinion of their own peculiar irresistibility 
as " boarders," and until further experience shall have had 
ťhe effect of disabusing their minds on this point, they will 
probably scorn the aid of such protective inventions. Our 
gallant tars, armed with sharp cutlasses and good revolvers, 
may therefore yet have many opportunities of " trying their 
metal" in the way of boarding. It would be well to give due attention to the fact that 
shot holes in a wooden ship can easily be plugged up. In- 
deed, instances have occurred in which one or two car- 
penter's mates have been lowered over the ship's side during 
action, and remained there plugging up the shot holes as 
fest as they were made. Over shot-holes so plugged up it is usual to nail pieces of board or plank, which keep the 
ship water tight until she can be brought into port. Up- wards of sixty years ago, one of our ships (the Leander, I 
believe) had 64 most dangerous shot holes on one side ; but 
although there was a heavy sea running at the time, and 
she was in imminent danger of foundering, yet these holes 
were all eventually plugged up, and planks nailed over them, 
and, by this means, she found her way home, crippled and 
disabled as she was. 

Now to plug up a shot-hole in an iron ship is no such 
easy matter, partly from the jagged and irregular nature 
of the hole or rent itself, and partly from the want of ad- 
hesion between the iron and the wood ; whilst the ad- 
ditional safeguard of planking over the plugged holes 
eould not possibly be effected. During the Chinese war, 
in 1843-44, this was clearly shown in the case of the 
Queen and one or two other iron war steamers belonging to the Indian Navy. 

I have touched but very briefly indeed upon the chief 
points that may be urged against the suitability of iron 
ships for warlike purposes; but I think I have said enough to convince any unprejudiced mind that very much indeed 
remains to be proved before the country can place any 
well-grounded faith in such ships. I did not lightly hazard the opinion which Mr. Reed 
has attempted to refute ; on the contrary, it is the convic- 
tion I have arrived at after maturely studying the question in all its bearings ; and I trust that our Government, and 
the public at large, will "read, mark, and carefully digest" the remarks contained in this communication. I fully 
agree with Sir John Pakington that, as the French are 
building thick iron-plated ships of war, we also must have 
them, and if possible with every available improvement. I am much pleased that Mr. Reed has opened up this 
question for discussion, as it tends to elicit opinions and 
facts which may have much practical value. - I am, &c, 

LEONARD WRAY. 
Clapham, May 10th, 1859. 
P.S. - In the published Report of the Chairman's re- 

marks (in the Discussion) I detect a slight error, viz., that 
" Sugar brought over in them (iron ships) was deterio- 
rated," &c. What he said was, " Such articles as sugar 
and guano acting injuriously upon them, and causing great 
deterioration." 

I am sorry I cannot now reply to Mr. Howard's inquiries 
further than by saying, that saws to cut up " blue gum 
trees " into planks 14 feet wide can be as easily made as 
those for sawing planks only 5 feet wide. L. W. 

SHIP TIMBER AND SHIP BUILDING. 
Sib,- The subject so ably treated by Mr. L. Wray 

must ever be of great interest to Englishmen, and I have 
penned the following observations from notes made at 
various times on the question of timber supply for the 
navy and merchant marine, in the hope that some of the 
Colonial members and friends of the Society will follow 
up the subject, by favouring us with such information as 
their local knowledge may enable them to impart, as to the 
sizes and qualities of timber in their respective districts, 
conveniences of loading, &c. 

In the discussion upon the paper, reference was made 
to ship-building in New Zealand, on which I would ob- 
serve that, by the return last received, it appears that 
that young colony possessed, at the close of the year 1857, 
one hundred and eighty-six vessels, averaging 35 tons re- 
gister, nearly all colonial build ; hence, it may be safely 
affirmed that ship-building has taken root there as a ma- 
nufacture. 

The reason so many of oui' distant colonies confine their 
building to small coasting vessels is simply this, that the 
necessary iron-work for large ships is so costly ; and in 
this respect our North American colonies have a standing 
advantage over them, because the wood-work being put 
together in North America, the vessels are sent to Eng- 
land, either timber laden or in ballast, to be finished, and 
for a short voyage, with prevalent favourable westerly 
winds, there is no danger in this practice, whereas for the 
more distant East, or Australia, the strain upon a slightly 
fastened ship would be dangerous, and therefore vessels 
built in those colonies must be finished there. 

With regard to bringing home cargoes of timber, it must 
be borne in mind that timber does not carry well with 
other goods ; if you load timber at all, generally speaking 
the cargo must be all timber. 

From Canada and the Baltic, vessels can make two 
voyages in the season, and consequently can afford to carry 
at low freights ; and the pine being easily workable and 
cheap, is a pet (rather too much so) with house builders, 
and therefore every crevice in the hold is filled up with 
a plank or joist, some even but a few feet in length, and 
an inch or so in thickness. But an Eastern or Australian 
vessel can do very little more than one voyage in the 
year, and, to pay equally well with the Canadian vessel, 
should receive double freight at least ; the more so as, for 
various reasons, a higher class of ships is almost essential 
for employment in the Southern trade. Hence only the 
more valuable woods can bear the charges. There is also 
another very important element entering into this ques- 
tion, and that is the enormous difference in value per load 
which size imparts to ship building timber, particularly 
pieces suitable for masts and bowsprits. 

Judging from several instances which have come under 
my notice, Government sets the example - and there is 
probably good reason in the matter - of paying a much 
higher price per load for large pieces than for those of 
smaller dimensions. I have before me a list of a cargo 
of timber from a distant colony, supplied to the Govern- 
ment ; and, speaking roughly, I may say those under 45 
feet in length did not pay expenses ; from 45 to 60 about 
cleared themselves ; those above 60 realised fair profit, 
every five feet greatly increasing the value. 

But no vessel can be laden with all large pieces ; if she 
is sufficiently spacious to take long pieces in the bottom 
there will be waste in the upper parts öf the hold ; if 
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small pieces are shipped they will barely pay. Again, 
timber ships require bow and stern ports to be cut, which 
I apprehend would sadly weaken some of our Australian 
clippers.; moreover, they could not load at the port of 
discharge, neither Melbourne nor Sydney being timber 
ports, and I fear Western Australia would not find much 
favour, being on the weather side of the coast, and trans- 
shipment would be too expensive an operation. 

What sort of a freight would Mr. Wray make out of 
pieces such as the blue gum he mentions, 14 feet wide 
and 120 feet long ? How are such pieces to be conveyed 
to a good safe port ? How would he load and stow such 
pieces ? How he would weaken his vessel by cutting suf- 
ficiently large ports at stem and stern. 

New Zealand does not possess any large quantity of 
very durable wood for the hulls of vessels, but at several 
ports in that colony unsurpassed pine spars could be ob- 
tained ; at Hokianga, Kaipara, Wangaroa, and Mercury 
Bay, by a few preliminary arrangements being made. So 
many masts are likely to be required for gun-boats, and 
topmasts for larger ships, that it is of national importance 
to husband our resources, for the New Zealand forests are 
limited in extent. Small trees are frequently recklessly 
cut down, which in a few years would make valuable masts. 

It would bo well if the Government and shipbuilders 
would publish, in some accessible and convenient form, the 
sizes of different sorts of wood most in repute for the re- 
spective ригрозез for which they are applied ; and Lloyd's 
Committee could not do a better service to our timber 
colonies than assist in such a cause, from views of cheapen- 
ing the cost of home-built good ships, as well as benefiting 
the colonies. 

I knew a young merchant, who, being on the point of 
-departure for one of our timber colonies, after hearing my 
remarks as to the importance of meeting the Government 
requirements in reference to size, which had come to my 
knowledge as a matter of fact, spent several days in the 
vain endeavour to obtain from the Admiralty some rough 
idea of the relative appreciation of different sizes, and 
although not readily daunted, he never could procure the 
information, and therefore departed without this desirable 
knowledge. 

The value of this knowledge will be understood by all 
who have dwelt amongst " hewers of wood," whose beau- 
ideal of beauty is a clean well-squared log, in accomplish- 
ing which a large slice of valuable timber is frequently 
severed from the tree and wasted ; many an inch , or even 
two, in the dimensions could often be saved, if its im- 
portance were understood. 

I would inquire, with reference to timber-preserving so- 
lutions, whether any one has been found so objectionable 
to jats as to prevent those destructive vermin making the 
ship their home. 

When iron ships were first proposed, the building in 
compartments, as affording great additional security against fire and total wreck, was held out as an important element. 

Has this been justified by experience ? 
As to the question of the much-dreaded irresistible iron 

shipsbuilding^ by our French neighbours, I may observe 
that it is admitted that they must necessarily be compa- 
ratively slow in speed, and if, as suggested, " half-a-dozen 
shell-proof frigates were to make their appearance among a fleet of our wooden ships" it might not be improbable that the latter might, as it would certainly be their duty 
to, get not away, but alongside as quickly as possible, and 
board them, thus possessing ourselves of these best spe- cimens of ready-made iron ships as our fathers did the 
best models of sailing ships. I merely suggest the pos- 
sibility of such an occurrence. 

There not haying been a sea-fight between nations at 
all upon a par since auxiliary screws have been introduced 
into our war department, it is uncertain to what advan- 
tages or disadvantages, steam in naval warfare may have 
rendered us subject, but so far as the mercantile marine is 
concerned, steam for long trips, unless subsidized, seems too 
expensive a mode of propulsion. 

For coasters and short voyages, where punctuality to a 
few hours and quick despatch are important, and passen- 
gers are numerous, steam may answer, though I 
believe many concerns of this class would not endure a 
very strict investigation. 

It is easy, by ignoring altogether or dealing gently 
with the subject of depreciation in value, transferring re- 
pairs to next year, &c, to make a tolerable show of earn- 
ings and declared dividend. In one instance, which came 
under my notice, a dividend was principally made up of 
two items - the sale of an old vessel and the proceeds of 
surplus stores sold to the agents of the company. 

In some of these modes the capital is eaten into and 
consumed, and the trick of prosperity goes on for a vary- 
ing length of time. 

It appears to me that where bulky goods, as coals, 
timber, or corn, are to be conveyed, steam cannot be profit- 
ably available even for short distances, and certainly not 
for long voyages. Produce, whether sugar, cotton, wool, 
or rice, comes to maturity periodically, and the small dif- 
ference in time of arrival at market between steam and 
wind-propelled craft, will seldom compensate for the pay- 
ment of the extra freight by steam. 

At the same time I admit and consider it sound policy 
to subsidize ocean steamers on various main lines, because 
it is important to the whole community to know that cer- 
tain supplies are on the way ; the information may bear 
the price of steam, although the goods themselves may not. 

The experience of all the attempts to establish a steam 
line of vessels to India and Australia, via the Cape, tends 
to show that for long lines steam cannot compete with the 
wind. 

It is well known that for a long portion of the voyage 
tolerably fair winds may be depended upon, the N.E. and 
S.E. trade and west wind, when round the Cape of Good 
Hope ; similarly from Australia to Cape Horn, a reasonable 
amount of fair wind may generally be reckoned upon. To 
use the screw just to clear the channel when the wind is 
foul, and push across the line between the trades, necessitates 
the expense of outlay for steam machinery and permanent 
staff of engineers, hardly compensated by the advantages ; 
moreover, I think it would not be difficult, if regard to 
your space did not prevent the attempt, to show that there 
are lines of sailing vessels to India and Australia which 
perform their passages with much greater regularity, and 
in not longer times than steam auxiliaried vessels. 

While on this subject, I may be permitted to add that 
the sad failures in the Australian Mail Service are to be 
attributed to the attempt to overtask steam machinery, 
rather than to the bad quality of the ships employed. 

An inspection of the map will show that a mail steamer, 
whether from London to Melbourne direct, or from Mel- 
bourne to Suez, via either Mauritius or Galle, is expected 
to perform, without stopping, more than double the work 
of any other line. In the case of the North American 
lines, there is Ireland on the one side, and Newfoundland 
on the other, to be run for on any emergency, and the dis- 
tance from a port of refuge is never more than a few hun- 
dred miles ; and in the South American and West India 
lines, there are Spanish and Portuguese ports, besides 
Teneriffe, Madeira, &c. ; but from King George's Sound 
to Galle or Mauritius, there is no port in case of an acci- 
dent or break-down, and no resource but to run back the 
whole distance. 

The small island of St. Paul's is the only land en route, 
and it possesses no ship harbour nor even a safe anchorage 
at all times ; it might, however, have a coal depot for great 
emergencies. 

This important mail service will never be satisfactorily 
performed, I fear, until the route from Sincapore via Torres 
Straits is adopted, the long journey from Melbourne to 
Suez, via Mauritius, against the prevalent wind and a dead 
heavy sea, being especially calculated to interfere with the 
punctuality of the homeward arrivals. 

I am, &c, 
WILLIAM STONES. 
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FREE LIBRARIES. 
Sir, - On most great questions where a difference of 

opinion exists, there is much to be said on both sides, the 
differences commonly arising from the different points of 
view at which it has been considered. The facte which 
warrant the conclusion on one side, may be met with facts 
which justify an opposite opinion, and this, I believe, to be 
the case with reference to the good or evil of Free Circu- 
lating Libraries. 

Your correspondent, Mr. John Watts, cites Manchester 
as a case in point, and might have included Liverpool, as 
in neither town has the existence of a Free Library been 
detrimental to л Mechanics' Institute ; but the same argu- 
ment will not apply to the majority of other towns, where 
there is not the same amount of population, nor the aid 
of the wealthy, to make a Mechanics' Institution suc- 
cessful. Yorkshire, with its 150 Institutes, may surely 
have some claim to be heard on this question, and expe- 
rience justifies the assertion that a Free Library is not 
compatible with a successful Mechanics' Institute, and that 
as the latter is by far the most valuable aid to popular 
education, the former ought not to be an impediment. 

I am unaware of deserving the imputation of your cor- 
respondent, of making use of the old voluntary educa- 
tionists' arguments, inasmuch as the object of my re- 
marks was to advocate the support of Mechanics' Insti- 
tues with especial regard to the preservation of that 
independence which is the distinguishing characteristic of 
the industrious classes of Yorkshire. The chief difficulty 
is to convince them of the advantage and necessity of 
mental cultivation, for which they have no objection to pay ; 
nor would they willingly accept it as eleemosynary aid. 
This may be shown by the fact that in almost every in- 
stance an increase of the rate of subscription has been fol- 
lowed by an increase in the number of members. Unfor- 
nately, however, in too many cases it has been found that 
the receipts are inadequate for the inevitable expenditure, 
and reliance is necessarily placed on the payments from 
members who are solely attracted by library or reading- 
room, an advantage of which the Institute would be 
deprived if a Free Circulating Library existed in the 
same town. 

With reference to Sheffield, it may be true that the 
decline of the Institute dated from an earlier period than 
the establishment of the Free Library. The money for 
the building was injudiciously expended. The Lecture- 
hall was made handsome enough for a Ch;i.nbev of Depu- 
ties ; the class-rooms were placed above it, and it required 
more zeal for instruction than the young men of Sheffield 
possessed, to induce them to mount ÍX) stairs to obtain it. 
This difficulty might, however, have been overcome, had 
not the establishment of a Free Library deprived the In- 
stitute of an important element in the attraction of sub- 
scribers. 

The remark as to the estimation of a token of affection 
or gratitude is unworthy of the writer. My observation 
had sole reference to the value ordinarily placed upon ad- 
vantages placed within the reach of the people generally. 
Many instances might be shown where not only libraries 
but classes for instruction by competent teachers are 
offered gratuitously by the munificence of individuals, 
and yet they are not appreciated by the working classes, 
because they are free. It is well known that in most In- 
stitutes where class fees are ¡>ayable, such classes are 
better attended than where they are free ; and I believe 
a similar feeling exists wherever the working people 
take a pride in being independent of what they believe to 
be charity. As the old story of the self-willed boy, who 
replied, " The more you call, father, the more I won't 
come," so there are many who refuse all solicitations to 
benefit themselves except at their own cost. If, there- 
fore, you deprive Mechanics' Institutes of the aid which a 
library affords them by establishing a rival without cost, 
a certain amount of injury is inflicted without a corres- 
ponding amount of good. There was a time when a good 
Free Library would have been of incalculable benefit, and 

even now, if confined to works of reference and of value 
beyond the reach of ordinary means, they would prove 
of important service, but wherever they are placed in com- 
petition with a Mechanics' Institute, they are more likely 
to supersede than to supplement its operations, and will 
probably result in confining all literaiy exertion to the 
mere reading of ephemeral publications. 

The great end and aim of Mechanics' Institutions is to 
train the mind of the rising generation to the pursuit of 
definite objects of study, in which material assistance may 
be rendered by the Examinations of the Society of Arts. 
In the furtherance of such an object it is desirable that 
those who are benefited should as far as possible rely 
upon themselves, receiving only such aid from the wealthy 
as contributions to the cost of a building, donations to the 
library, and subscriptions as members, all of which be- 
token the sympathy of one class with the other; bujb as, 
even with such assistance, great difficulty is often expe- 
rienced in making a Mechanics' Institute self-supporting. 
The middle classes, by subscribing for the use o( ike 
library, help to supply the deficiency, and the classes for 
the poorer members continue to be maintained. 

I am, &c. , 
BAUNETT BLAKE. 

Leeds, May 10, 1859. 

imciMngs aï Institutions* 
 ф  

Glasgow Atheníeüm. - Mr. M>Kinnell has intimated to 
the directors of the Athenaeum his intention of resigning the 
secretaryship of that Institution in Ma)' next ; and in accept- 
ing his resignation the Board has cordially and unani- 
mously elected him a life member, in acknowledgment of 
his lengthened and efficient services. 

MEETINGS FOR THE ENSUING WEEK. 
Mon  British Architects, 8. Mr. T. Hayter Lewie, "On the 

Construction of Domes." 
Tues  Royal Inst.,3. Professor John Morris, " On Geological 

Science." 
Civil Engineers, 8. 1. Mr. C. E. Amos, " On the Origin, 

Progress, and Present State of the Government Water 
Works, Trafalgar-square." 2. Hon. John Wethered, " On the Use of Combined Steam.1' 

Statistical 8. 1. Mr. WVlton, "On the Occupation! of 
th« People of England and Wales; Partii." 2. Mr. 
Acton, " On Illegitimate Births in the parishes of Bfary- 
lebone, St. Paneras, ani St. George, South wark." 

Wed  Pathological, 8. 
Pharmaceutical, 12 a.m. Anniversary. 
Society of Arts, 8. Mr. B. Fothergill, " On the Relative 

Values of Coal and Coke in Locomotive Engines.1' 
Geological. 8. 1. Sir P. Egerton, Bart., '< On the Nomen- 

clature of the Old Red Fishes." 2. Rev. J. Anderson, " On the Yellow Sandstone of Dura Den, and some of 
the Old Red Fishes." 

Ethnological, 8j. Anniversary. 
Tiiurs  Royal Inet., 3. Mr. Aueten H. Layard, "On the Seren 

Periods of Art.1* 
Royal Soc. Club, 6. 
Antiquaries, 8. 
Chemical, 8. 
Royal, 8$. 

Fri  Royal Inat., 8*. Dr. J. H. Gladstone, " On the Colours 
of Shooting Stars and Meteors." 

Sat  Royal Inst., 3. Mr. J. P. Lacaita, "On Modern Italian 
Literature." 

Royal Botanic, 3f . 

PARLIAMENTARY REPORTS. 
SESSIONAL PRINTED PAPERS. 

Par. No. 
Delivered on 9th and ШЛ April, 1869. 

196. Metropolitan Buildings Act- Returns. 
197. Queen's Colleges (Ireland)- Return. 
199. Expiring Laws- 'Report from Committee. 
92. Eaet India (Railways) - Corrected Pages of Return. 

103. Bills-Naval Medical Supplemental Fund Annuities, &c, Act 
Amendment 

104. „ Lunatic Poor (Ireland) (as amended by the Select Com- 
mittee). 
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ltB* „ Confirmation and Probate Act (1858) Amendment. 
106. Convict Prisons Abroad. 

Delivered on '2ih April, 1859. 
188. Weights and Measures- Copy of a Letter. 
201. Cities and Boroughs (Taxation)- Return. 
»8. Bill- Belfast Borough. 

Delivered on 13th April, 1859. 
189. East India (Financial Despatches)- Return. 
206. Standing Order for the Suspension of Private Bills. 

Delivered on ШЛ April, 1359. 
190. East India (Finance)- Account. 
205. Jews' Act - Report from the Committee. 
211. Electoral Act (New South Wales)- Return. 

PATENT LAW AMENDMENT ACT. 
 ♦  

APPLICATIONS FOR PATENTS AND PBOTROTION ALLOWED. 

{From Gazette, May 6, 1859.] 
Dated 12th April, 1859. 

911. D. Doig, Manchester - Imp. in the construction of gas lamps. 
(A com.) 

Dated ШЛ April, 1859. 
967. J. Luis, 1b, Welbcck- street, Cavendbh-square- An improved 

machine for raising water. ( A com. ) 
969. W. Prosser, 24, Dorset-place, Dorset-square- Imp. in appa- 

ratus employed in the production of light. 
971. J. Whitaker, Bedford Mill Iron Works, near Leigh, Lanca- 

shire-Imp, in mowing machines. 
973. M. A. F. Mennons, 39, Rue de l'Echiquier, Paris - An improved 

disinfecting compound. ( A com. ) 
975. J. Izod, 58, High street, Hoxton, Middlesex- A safety cigar, 

vesuvian, or fusee box or case. 
977. J. Freer, Rothley, Leicestershire- Tm p. in machines for plant- 

ing grain and seed, and an improved seed feeder and meter 
for planting machines. 

979. A. Dalrymple, Sheffield- Imp. in the mode of covering crino- 
line, and in machines use! in connection therewith. 

981. F. Edwards and W. Edwards, Coventry-Imp, in looms for 
weaving ribbons and other like goods. 

963. J. Boydell, Gloucester-crescent, Regont's-park - Imp. in the 
apparatus applied to the wheels of locomotive traction and 
other carriages to facilitate the draught. 

Dated ШЛ April, 1«59. 
985. P. Reynolds and J. Reynolds, Belfast, Antrim, Ireland- Imp. 

in machinery or apparatus for hackling flax and other fibrous 
materials. 

987. I. Dutton, Tipton, Staffordshire, R. Martin and T. Phillips, 
Dudley, Worcestershire- New or improved machinery for 
preventing accidents in coal or other mines, by the drawing 
of skips or cages over their pullies. 

989. O. Magge, Bourton, Dorsetshire -V1 rap. in cheese presses. 
991. A. V. Newton, 66, Chancery-lane - Improved machinery for 

weaving seamless bags or other articles with hemispherical 
or regular or irregular enda or forma. (A com.) 

Dated 20th April, 1859. 
993. J. Wot ton, Birmingham» An imp. or imps, in raising or 

shaping metals. 
995. A. W. Williamson, University College- Imp. in obtaining ex- 

tracts from the liquorice root. 
Dated 2Ut April, 1859. 

999. A. F. Vanhulst, Brussels- An improved kiln for drying malt. 
1001. T. Dawson and J. Avery, 32, Essex-street- Imp. in pencil- 

cases, watch seals and keys, toothpicks, and other like arti- 
cles of jewellery, lockets, penknife handles, portemonnaies, 
and other like articles. 

1003. J. Alison, Hainault Forest, Essex- An improved instrument 
for extirpating thistles, docks, and other deep-rooted weeds. 

1005. D. Auld, Glasgow - Imp. in machinery or apparatus for sup- 
plying steam boilers with water. 

1007. Б. Lewthwaite, Halifax, and G. Ambler, Queenshead, near 
Halifax- Imp. in clocks, watches, chronometers, and other 
timekeepers. 

1009. G. Roberts and J. Bridges, 20, Ponsonby-place, Vauxhall 
Bridge road - Imp. in the manufacture of candles. 

1011. J. H. Pepper, Morton-house, Kilburn Priory- Imp. in appa- 
ratus for showing stereoscopic pictures. 

Dated 23rd April, 1859. 
1013. R. Gray, Sheffield- Imp. in crinoline skirts. (A com.) 
1016. J. Edwards, 77, Aldermanbury- Imp. in the manufacture of 

buttons. 
1017 J. Gillies, Glasgow- Imp. in branding or marking wood for 

casks, barrels, and other purposes. 
1019. W. Dicks and W. Hopweli, Leicester- Imp. in machinery for 

making screws, and applying them in fixing the soles of 
boots ana shoes. 

1021. P. F. Mutel and L. H. Blanchard, Paris- Imp. in gas burners. 
1023. W. Gibson, St. Leonards-road, Middlesex- Imp. in steering 

apparatus. 
1025. J. Marshall, jun., Selby, Yorkshire- Imp. in filtering and de- 

purating fluids. 
1027. F. C. Maguire, Stamford- Certain imp. in the utilisation of 

sewage manure. 
Dated 25th April, 1859. 

1029. W. P. Balfern and M. McKay, Hammersmith- The manufac- 
turo of sweet figged soft soap. 

1031. G. Ward, Blackburn- Imp. in machinery or apparatus for 
making healds. 

1033. T. A. Weston, King's Norton, Worcestershire- A new or im- 
proved pulley. 

1035. J. Holmes, Street, Somerset- Imp. in applying eylet holes to 
boots and shoes and in binding boots and shoes. 

1037. E. Humphrys, Deptford- Imp. in bteering apparatus. 
1039. H. C. Hurry, Wolverhampton- Improved means of and appa- 

ratus for obtaining motive power. 
1041. S. L. Taylor, Cotton End, Bedfordshire- Imp. in agricultural 

implements ia obtaining motive power for actuating such 
implements, and in apparatus connected with tue applica- 
tion of steam power. 

Dated 26th April, 1859. 
1043. H. Allman, Mornington- place, Uampstead-road- Certain imp. 

in the construction of window-blind mountings, and in appa- 
ratus connected therewith. 

1045. W. E. Newton, 66, Chancery-lane- Imp. in the manufacture 
of nitric acid, and its application for the production of artifi- 
cial nitrous or nitric salts. (Acorn.) 

1047. W. Marshall, Leith Walk, Mid-Lothian, N.B.- Imp. in eteam 
engines. 

1049. R. A. Brooman, 166, Fleet-street- Imp. in steam boilers. (A 
com.) 

1051. J. 11. Johnson, 47, Lincoln's-inn- fields- Imp. in machinery or 
apparatus for grinding and polishing knives and other arti- 
cles of cutlery and tools. (A conti.) 

Dated Hth April, 1859. 
1053. G. Pearson, Bugbrook, near Weedon, Northamptonshire- Imp. 

in apparatus for cutting and shaping trenails. 
1C55. H. R. Fanshawe, 13, Russell-place, Old Kent-road- Improved 

apparatus or mechanism for drawing-off, filtering, andguag- 
ing liquids in butts, barrels, casks, and such like vessels, pre- 
serving the contents from deterioration from contact with 
atmospheric air. 

1057. J. R. Smith, Glasgow - Imp. in obtaining motive power. 
1059. C. Hamp, Harrow road - Certain imp. in locks. 
1061. T. Lacey, Graf ton-street, Westminster - Imp. in gas regulators. 
1063. T. Gauntley, sen., High Pavement, Nottingham- Imp. in the ' manufacture of fringes. 

Inventions with Complete Specification Filed. 
1075. W. M. Cranston, 11, New Broad-street- A grass-cutting ma- 

chine. (Acorn.)- April 29th. 
1110. J. Morse, Massachusetts, U.S.- An improved power printing 

press.- May 3rd. 
1111. L. R. Blake, Massachusetts, U.S.- A new and useful or im- 

proved machine for sewing a sole on a boot or shoe.- 
April 3rd. 

WEEKLY LIST OF PATENTS SEALED. 
'From Gazette, May Uh, 1859.] 

May 6th. 2535. J. Rae. 
2482. A. Fryer. 2545. J. Wadsworth. 
2490. J. Platt. 2555. A. B. Woodcock and J. M. 
2494. A. 11. Dendy. Dunlep. 
2496. T. MacS weeney. 2566. W. Clark. 
2497. W. Hale. 2567. W. Clark. 
2502. E. E. Allen. 2599. C. Cowper. 
2504. J. F. Dickson. 2675. Jozé Luis. 
2505. J. L. Jullion. 2683. Jozé Luis. 
2507. A.Henderson. 291. M. Loam. 
2508. J. Felix. 303. I. Clemente. 
2515. R. A. Brooman. 391. J. Grimes. 
2516. R. M. Ordisb. 527. J. Leigh. 
2522. E. Humphrys. 569. H. Leonard. 
2528. J. Blethyn. 628. N. Washburn. 
2531. F. H. Maberly. 

IFrom Gazette, May lOth, 1859.] 
May IQth. 2594. J. Platt and H. Chubb. 

2258. J. Saxby. 2604. J. Leslie. 
2518. J. Corner. 2630. T. S. Cressey. 
2520. W. G. Taylor: 2666. A. V. Newton. 
2524. A. J. Brooks. 2692. W. Richards. 
2527. T. С Judkins. 2700. H. L. Pattinson. 
2534. T. Gray. 2784. W. E. Newton. 
2542. G. T. Bouefield. 3792. J. Dawson. 
25i6. W. Ashton & T. Cartmell. 2964. R. Hornsby, jun. 
2560. T. R. Butcher, F. Stevens, 380. В. Burrows. 

W. T. Johnson, and T. 570. W. Tucker. 
Jarvis. 580. J. Leigh. 

2588. M. Scott. 

Patents on which the Stamp Duty of £50 has bbbn paid. 
May 4th. I 1071. W. J. Curtis. 

1057. W. Bulmer and I. Sharp. 1102. R. A. Brooman. 
106 á. R. A. Brooman. | 

IFrom Gazette, May 10th, 1859.] 
May 5th. May 1th. 

1088. A. V. Newton/ 1076. L. G. Perreaux. 
1287. A. Watson and A. H. Wil. 1095. F. Potts and T. Vann. 

liame. 1099. W. Basford. 
May 6th. 1101. G. Simpson. 

1113. B. Beniowdki. 
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